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ABSTRACT 

Dutta, Sourav Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Experimental Studies of LiRb: 
Spectroscopy and Ultracold Molecule Formation by Photoassociation. Major Professor: 
Yong P. Chen. 
 
 

Heteronuclear polar molecules have recently attracted enormous attention owing to 

their ground state having a large electric dipole moment. The long range anisotropic 

dipole-dipole interaction in such systems is the basis for a variety of applications 

including quantum computing, precision measurements, ultracold chemistry and quantum 

simulations. Heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules, only a small subset of polar molecules, 

have received special attention mainly because the constituent alkali atoms are easy to 

laser cool and can be relatively easily associated to form molecules at ultracold 

temperatures. Our choice, the LiRb molecule, is motivated by the relatively high dipole 

moment (4.1 Debye) of the LiRb molecule in its rovibronic ground state. In this thesis, 

we study the LiRb molecule using laser spectroscopy and report, for the first time, the 

production of ultracold LiRb molecules by photoassociation (PA).  

The LiRb molecule is the least studied among all bi-alkali molecules and the first 

spectroscopic measurements on hot vapor phase LiRb molecules were reported only in 

2011. We describe these measurements and their significance in chapter 2, after a brief 

introduction to the field of ultracold polar molecules in chapter 1. In chapter 3, we 

discuss our apparatus for simultaneous cooling and trapping of Li and Rb atoms in a 
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dual-species magneto-optical trap (MOT) and report the measurement of interspecies 

collision-induced losses. In chapter 4, we describe the production of ultracold LiRb 

molecules in excited electronic states by photoassociation (PA). We report the 

measurements of the C6 coefficients for the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) and the Li (2s 

2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptotes. We find a molecule formation rate (PLiRb) as high as 

3.5×107 s-1 and a PA rate coefficient (KPA) as high as 1.3×10-10 cm3/s, the highest among 

heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules. In chapter 5, we discuss results on two-photon PA and 

we conclude, in chapter 6, with a road roadmap of future experiments for the production 

and detection of ultracold LiRb molecules in their rovibronic ground state.  
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The rising interest in cold molecules 

The field of laser cooling and trapping has a long and exciting history dating back to 

1975 when the idea was first proposed independently by Hänsch and Schawlow and by 

Wineland and Dehmelt. Experimental efforts soon followed and Wineland et al. reported 

the first experiment on laser cooling of Mg ions in 1978 1. The possibility of reaching 

ultracold (sub-μK) temperatures, where the system’s properties are defined by the 

underlying quantum statistics, attracted researchers from all over the world and a race to 

absolute zero began. With the rapid development of the techniques, it was not long before 

the first experiments on laser cooling and trapping of atoms were realized circa 1985. The 

wonderful effort was recognized with the 1997 Nobel Prize in Physics (See, for example, 

the Nobel Lectures by William D. Phillips, Steven Chu and Claude Cohen-Tannoudji for 

beautifully written accounts of the journey). This was just one milestone with many 

others to follow, one of which was the realization of Bose Einstein Condensation (BEC) 

of neutral alkali atoms in 1995, for which Eric A. Cornell, Carl E. Wieman and Wolfgang 

Ketterle were awarded the 2001 Nobel Prize in Physics. Today, there are more than one 

hundred groups working on laser cooling and trapping of atoms, among whom some 

groups (like ours) are also interested in molecules. While precise knowledge and control 

of the numerous physical phenomena in ultracold atoms are extremely promising and
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 rewarding in their own rights, extending such knowledge and control over ultracold polar 

molecules can open exciting new research directions 2,3,4. The large number of electronic, 

vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom available in molecules makes them 

attractive systems for many applications 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15. The relatively strong 

dipole-dipole interaction, which is also long range and anisotropic, makes ultracold polar 

molecules interesting systems for studying dipolar collisions 9, quantum state controlled 

chemical reactions 10,11, novel quantum phases 12,13 and quantum information 14,15. Our 

research on ultracold molecules is primarily motivated by our interest in quantum 

computing, specifically in coherent control 16,17,18,19,20 of molecular states.   

The plethora of internal structure makes molecular systems very rich but also makes 

them extremely challenging to cool and trap. Due to numerous vibrational and rotational 

degrees of freedom, the usual methods of cooling and trapping of atoms do not work for 

molecules. Alkali metal atoms, for example, can be cooled to below mK temperatures in 

a magneto-optical-trap (MOT) using two lasers called the cooling and the repumping 

lasers 21. This is possible because of the presence of closed cycling transitions in atoms 

which allows them to undergo ~104 absorption and emission cycles before they fall out of 

the cycling transition. When the atom does eventually fall out of the cycling transition, 

only one repumping laser is sufficient to bring it back to the cycling transition. This 

simple method does not work in molecules because molecules do not have closed cycling 

transitions. While there are selection rules governing rotational and electronic transitions 

in molecules, there is no strict selection rule governing the vibrational transitions in 

molecules. As a result, molecules in an excited state can fluoresce back to many 

vibrational levels of the ground state, the branching ratio determined by the so called 
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Franck-Condon overlap 22. This implies that numerous repumping lasers would be 

required for cooling and trapping of molecules unless the molecule under investigation 

has a highly diagonal Franck-Condon (FC) factor like CaH, SrF, TiO, AlH+ etc. 23,24,25. 

In particular, SrF was recently laser cooled to a few mK temperature using only three 

lasers 24,25. In the absence of such diagonal Franck-Condon factors, molecules have been 

cooled to ~ 10-100 mK using various techniques including buffer gas cooling, Stark 

deceleration, magnetic and optical deceleration, velocity filtering and kinematic 

collisions 26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35. There are also some proposals on cooling molecules 

using high-finesse optical cavities as well as free space laser cooling 36,37,38,39. Cold 

molecules obtained using these techniques have been trapped using electric or magnetic 

fields  40,41,35. To produce molecules at even lower temperatures, the most widely used 

techniques are photo-association (PA) of atoms 42,43,44 or magneto-association (MA) of 

atoms followed by Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP)8. The second 

technique, although elegant, works only for species with favorable Feshbach resonances, 

while the first technique (i.e. PA) is more general and can be used to produce ultracold 

ground-state molecules with PA followed by spontaneous emission 44. In the chapters that 

follow, I will describe the complete scheme based on PA that we wish to implement for 

the production and detection of ultracold LiRb molecules. Here I provide a summary and 

the overall goal of the project. 

1.2 Creating ultracold molecules from ultracold atoms 

Our molecule of choice is LiRb, a heteronuclear bi-alkali diatomic molecule predicted to 

have a relatively large electric dipole moment of 4.1 Debye 45 (exceeded only by LiCs 
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and NaCs). It is also interesting to note that Rb has two bosonic isotopes (85Rb and 87Rb) 

and Li has two isotopes, one of which (6Li) is a fermion while the other (7Li) is a boson. 

A LiRb molecule formed can be a fermion or a boson depending on the Li isotope chosen, 

broadening the range of physics that can be studied. An important consideration while 

choosing the heteronuclear molecule (XY, where X and Y are two different alkali atom 

species) to be studied is its collisional properties in its rovibrational ground state. 

Particularly detrimental are reactive collisions. The two reactions that need to be 

considered are (i) XY + XY → X2 + Y2 and (ii) XY + XY → X + XY2 or X2Y + Y. It 

was theoretically shown 46 that the latter trimer formation reaction is energetically 

forbidden for all heteronuclear molecules but the former atom exchange reaction is 

energetically allowed for all heteronuclear Li dimers and KRb. Although the atom 

exchange reaction poses a serious concern for LiRb, it was recently experimentally 

demonstrated that such reactive collisions can be significantly suppressed by trapping the 

molecules in an optical lattice 11,47 and lifetimes of 25 seconds have been achieved in a 

three dimensional optical lattice 47. 

In order to create ultracold LiRb molecules, we start with ultracold samples of Li and 

Rb atoms produced using the standard techniques of laser cooling and trapping alkali 

metal atoms in a MOT. We want to create molecules at ultralow temperatures using a 

technique called photoassociation (PA). PA is a process in which two atoms interact with 

a laser to form a molecule in an excited electronic state. The excited state molecule 

quickly decays, by emitting a photon, either into two free atoms or into a bound state 

molecule in the electronic ground state. The second outcome gives a possible route for 

the creation of molecules in their electronic ground state. The temperature of the 
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molecules produced using PA is comparable to the temperature of the atoms from which 

they were produced. The strength of the PA transition depends, among other things, on 

the Frank-Condon (FC) overlap between the wave function of the excited electronic state 

and the initial scattering state. This overlap is good for high vibrational levels of the 

excited electronic state implying higher PA strengths. The molecules in high vibrational 

levels of the excited electronic state generally decay to high vibrational levels of the 

ground electronic state owing to the better FC overlap between these states. Thus, 

although the molecules produced by PA are cold, they are generally created in high 

vibrational levels of the ground state. This obviously is not the most desirable outcome 

because molecules in high vibrational levels eventually decay to lower vibrational levels 

making the molecules in high vibrational levels unsuited for many applications. A major 

challenge is to overcome this limitation and create molecules in their lowest rotational, 

vibrational and electronic state. One of the goals of my thesis is to propose efficient PA 

pathways for the production of ultracold ground state LiRb molecules, and their detection 

via state selective ionization 3.  In order to create and detect ultracold LiRb molecules, it 

is critical to precisely know the electronic, vibrational and rotational energy levels of the 

ground and excited states of the molecule. This information, somewhat surprisingly, was 

missing because of lack of spectroscopic investigation of LiRb (see Table 1.1). To quote 

my advisor Yong: “LiRb is the so-called last alkali dimer”. 

I will describe, in chapter 2, our work on spectroscopy of 7Li85Rb molecules in hot 

(800 K) vapor phase from which we derive the electronic, vibrational and rotational 

energy levels of the ground X 1Σ+ state and the excited B 1Π state. I will also discuss the 

importance of this work in predicting efficient pathways for the production and detection   
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Table 1.1. Until 2011, LiRb was the only bi-alkali molecule for which no 
experimental study was available. 

 Li Na K Rb Cs 

Li 
HM: (a) 
PA: (b) 
FA: (ab) 

HM: (c) 
PA: ‒ 

FA: (d) 

HM: (e) 
PA: (f) 

FA: (ac) 

HM:  This work (aj) &  
          Tiemann’s work (ak) 
PA: This work 
FA: (al) 

HM: (g) 
PA: (h) 
FA: (ad) 

Na  
HM: (i) 
PA: (j) 

FA: (ae) 

HM: (k) 
PA: ‒ 
FA: (l) 

HM: (m) 
PA: ‒ 

FA: (n) 

HM: (o) 
PA: (p) 
FA: ‒ 

K   
HM: (q) 
PA: (r) 
FA: (af) 

HM: (s) 
PA: (t) 
FA: (t) 

HM: (u) 
PA: ‒ 
FA: ‒ 

Rb    
HM:(v) 
PA: (w) 
FA: (ag) 

HM: (x) 
PA: (y) 
FA: (ah) 

Cs     
HM: (z) 
PA: (aa) 
FA: (ai) 

 HM: Hot molecule, PA: Photoassociation, FA: Feshbach association. The references are not necessarily the first experimental reports. 
(a) J. A. Coxon & T. C. Melville, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 235, 235 (2006). 
(b) E. R. I. Abraham et al. J. Chem. Phys. 103, 7773 (1995). [Group of R. G. Hulet] 
(c) F. Engelke, G. Ennen & K. H. Meiwes, Chem. Phys. 66, 391 (1982). 
(d) M. Heo et al., Phys. Rev. A 86, 021602(R) (2012). [Group of W. Ketterle] 
(e) V. Bednarska et al., J. Chem. Phys. 106, 6332 (1997). [Group of P. Kowalczyk & W. Jastrzȩbski] 
(f) A. Ridinger et al., Europhysics Letters 96, 33001 (2011). [Group of C. Salomon & F. Chevy] 
(g) P. Staanum et al., Phys Rev. A 75, 042513 (2007). [Group of E. Tiemann] 
(h) J. Deiglmayr et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 133004 (2008). [Group of M. Weidemüller] 
(i) R. F. Barrow, J. Verges, C. Effantin, K. Hussein, J. Dincan, Chem. Phys. Lett. 104, 179 (1984). 
(j) P. D. Lett, K. Helmerson, W. D. Phillips, L. P. Ratliff, S. L. Rolston, & M. E. Wagshul, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 2200 (1993). 
(k) E. J. Breford & F. Engelke, J. Chem. Phys. 71, 1994 (1979). 
(l) C. Wu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 085301 (2012). [Group of M. W. Zwierlein] 
(m) N. Takahashi & H. Katô, J. Chem. Phys. 75, 4350 (1981). 
(n) F. Wang et al., Phys. Rev. A 87, 050702(R) (2013). [Group of Dajun Wang] 
(o) O. Docenko et al., Eur. Phys. J. D 31, 205 (2004). [Group of E. Tiemann] 
(p) P. Zabawa et al., Phys. Rev. A 84, 061401(R) (2011). [Group of N. P. Bigelow] 
(q) W. J. Tango, J. K. Link & R. N. Zare, J. Chem. Phys. 49, 4264 (1968). 
(r) W. C. Stwalley & H. Wang, J. Mol. Spectrosc. 195, 194 (1999). 
(s) A. Pashov et al., Phys. Rev. A 76, 022511 (2007). [Group of E. Tiemann] 
(t) D. Wang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 243005 (2004), [Group of P. L. Gould, E. E. Eyler & W. C. Stwalley]   

K. K. Ni et al., Science 322, 231 (2008). [Group of D. S. Jin & J. Ye] 
(u) R. Ferber… E. Tiemann & A. Pashov, J. Chem. Phys. 128, 244316 (2008). 
(v) C. Amiot, J. Chem. Phys. 93, 8591 (1990). 
(w) J. D. Miller, R. A. Cline & D. J. Heinzen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 2204 (1993). 
(x) H. Katô and H. Kobayashi, J. Chem. Phys. 79, 123 (1983). 
(y) A. J. Kerman et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 033004 (2004). [Group of D. DeMille] 
(z) C. Amiot & O. Dulieu, J. Chem. Phys. 117, 5155 (2002). 
(aa) A. Fioretti et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 4402 (1998). [Group of P. Pillet] 

         (ab)  K. E. Strecker et al., Nature 417, 150 (2002). [Group of R. G. Hulet] 
         (ac)  E. Wille et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 053201 (2008). [Group of R. Grimm] 
         (ad)  M. Repp et al., Phys. Rev. A 87, 010701(R) (2013). [Group of M. Weidemüller] 
         (ae)  S. Inouye et al., Nature 392, 151 (1998). [Group of W. Ketterle] 
         (af)  C. A. Regal, M. Greiner & D. S. Jin, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 040403 (2004). [Group of D. S. Jin] 
         (ag)  N. R. Claussen et al., Phys. Rev. A 67, 060701(R) (2003). [Group of C. E. Wieman] 
         (ah)  T. Takekoshi et al., Phys. Rev. A 85, 032506 (2012). [Group of R. Grimm] 
         (ai)  C. Chin et al., Phys. Rev. A 70, 032701 (2004). [Group of S. Chu] 
         (aj)  Sourav Dutta et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. 511, 7 (2011). [Group of D. S. Elliott & Yong P. Chen]  
         (ak)  M. Ivanova et al., J. Chem. Phys. 134 024321 (2011), J. Chem. Phys. 138, 094315 (2013). [Group of E. Tiemann] 
         (al)  Z. Li et al., Phys. Rev. A 78, 022710 (2008); B. Deh et al., ibid 82, 020701 (2010). [Group of K. Madison] 
                B. Deh et al., ibid 77, 010701 (2008); C. Marzok et al., ibid 79, 012717 (2009), [Group of C. Zimmerman & P. Courteille]  
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of ground-state LiRb molecules. In chapter 3, I will describe our apparatus for 

simultaneous cooling and trapping of Li and Rb atoms in a dual-species magneto-optical 

trap (MOT) and discuss the measurement and mitigation of interspecies collision-induced 

losses. 

In chapter 4, I will describe the production of ultracold LiRb molecules in excited 

electronic states by photoassociation (PA) and derive of the C6 coefficients for the Li (2s 

2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) and the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptotes. I will also discuss 

the measurement of PA rates. For the strongest PA transition observed, we report a 

molecule formation rate (PLiRb) of 3.5×107 s-1 and a PA rate coefficient (KPA) of 1.3×10-10 

cm3/s, the highest among heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules. In chapter 5, I will discuss 

some results on two-photon PA and I will conclude, in chapter 6, with a roadmap of 

future experiments for the production of ultracold LiRb molecules in their rovibronic 

ground state and some future experiments on coherent control. In the remainder of the 

chapter, I discuss how the idea of all optical coherent control can be used to manipulate 

qubits, which in our case are rotational states of the ultracold polar LiRb molecules. 

1.3 Quantum computing with ultracold polar molecules 

The individual unit of classical computers is the bit which can be in two states 

represented by 0 and 1. The corresponding unit of quantum computers is the quantum bit 

or qubit which can be in two states denoted as 0 and 1 . A single bit or qubit can 

represent at most two numbers, but qubits can be put into infinitely many other states by 

superposition: 

0 1ψ α β= +  
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where α and β are complex numbers with 2 2 1α β+ = . In a superposition state, a 

quantum register consisting of N qubits can store 2N bits of information simultaneously, 

whereas only N bits of information are stored in a classical register. This quantum 

parallelism makes quantum computers much faster because they can process quantum 

superposition of many numbers in one computational step, each computational step being 

a unitary transformation of the quantum register 48,49,50. These unitary transformations are 

called quantum logic gates and quantum computers consist of quantum circuits of 

quantum logic gates. It is now known that all sets of universal gates must include a local 

operation on a single qubit and a two-qubit non-local operation giving rise to entangled 

states. Any two-level system (e.g. spin-1/2 systems, two level atoms) can be used for 

physical realization of a qubit with the two levels acting as the two qubit states. A single 

qubit operation, as the name suggests, is an operation (Hamiltonian) that affects the 

quantum state of only the qubit under consideration, leaving all other qubits unchanged. 

An example of a single qubit operation is Bloch rotation which is simply the time 

evolution of the quantum state of a qubit under the operation of some Hamiltonian. A 

two-qubit operation involves two qubits and an example of such an operation in the 

controlled not (CNOT) gate. In this operation, the state of the target qubit B is flipped 

(i.e. 0 1
B B
↔ ) if the control qubit A is in the state 1

A
; else qubit B is left unaffected. 

The combination of a CNOT gate and a single-qubit gate is sufficient to perform any 

arbitrary quantum computation. In many ways, a CNOT gate is similar to a NAND gate 

which is a universal gate in classical computation.     
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It is difficult to envision the most efficient physical system for implementation of a 

quantum computer and many systems are being studied. At present, some of the 

promising directions are: cold trapped ions, neutral atoms in optical lattices, nuclear 

magnetic resonance, topological quantum computing, Rydberg blockade, cold polar 

molecules etc. What make a quantum computer somewhat elusive are the two 

requirements which are difficult to satisfy simultaneously: weak coupling to the 

environment to avoid decoherence, but also strong coupling to some external field which 

allows manipulation of qubits. The two requirements can peacefully coexist in a system 

with ultracold polar molecules and the idea of using polar molecules as qubits was first 

proposed by DeMille in 2002 14. The properties required of polar molecules for realistic 

implementation of quantum gates have been succinctly expressed in chapter 17 of Ref. 3. 

Qubits should interact strongly with each other to enable fast one and two qubit 

operations. This can be achieved by putting qubits (dipoles) as close as possible and by 

using molecules with large dipole moments. The states in which qubits are stored, 0  

and 1 , should have long lifetimes. All these requirements are fulfilled by rovibrational 

ground state molecules. To reduce decoherence, the information should be stored in 

qubits which interact minimally with the environment i.e. qubits that have negligible 

dipole moment should be used for information storage. Schemes involving switching 

strong dipoles on and off at the appropriate times have been proposed to eliminate 

decoherence 15.  

In a given rotational state, even a polar molecule has no permanent electric dipole 

moment although there is separation of charges and dipole moment in the body-fixed 
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frame of the molecule (see chapter 2 of Ref. 3). A permanent electric dipole is created 

when two rotational states of opposite parity, say J = 0 and J = 1, are mixed. This mixing 

can be achieved by applying an external electric field as proposed by DeMille. The 

molecules which are primarily in 0J = ( 1J = ) with a small J = 1 (J = 0) admixture align 

along (against) the external electric field. The tilde on J  indicates that J is no longer a 

good quantum number.  From here on, the molecular dipoles (qubits) in 0J =  and 1J =  

states will be denoted by 0  and 1  respectively. Another technique to create mixed 

states, which we envision exploring, is to use a two-color Raman scheme to couple the 

pure J" = 0 and J" = 1 levels of the of the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state. This idea of creating a 

coherent superposition between the J" = 0 and J" = 1 states is illustrated in Figure 1.1.  

 

Figure 1.1. Two-color Raman scheme for creating rotational superposition 
of J" = 0 and J" = 1 levels in the X 1Σ+ state 

 

The upward leg of the Raman transition is a two photon transition (λ ~ 1070 nm) 

coupling the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0, J" = 0) state to a high lying vibrational level of the B 1Π state 
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with J' = 2. The downward leg of the Raman transition is a one photon transition (λ ~ 535 

nm) which couples the excited B 1Π state to the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0, J" = 1). To maintain 

coherence, the light for the one photon transition (λ ~ 535 nm) is obtained by frequency 

doubling the (λ ~ 1070 nm) light and phase modulated at a frequency of 2B" (≈ 12.94 

GHz) using a resonant electro-optic-modulator (EOM). The lower frequency sideband 

drives the downward leg of the Raman transition. (Note: The higher frequency sideband 

is not resonant with any electronic transition but the carrier frequency is resonant with the 

upwards leg of the Raman transition. This is not a problem because one-photon 

transitions with 2J∆ =  are not allowed). The Raman scheme for creating superposition 

can of course be realized with any pair of wavelengths, different from the 1070 nm – 535 

nm pair suggested above, as long as they are resonant with some electronic transition. 

However, there are two advantages of using the pair mentioned: (i) high power fiber 

lasers and amplifiers are available near 1070 nm which is required for the weak two-

photon transition, and (ii) the wavelength of the laser we will use to create an optical 

dipole trap (and an optical lattice) is around 1070 nm and this itself could serve as one of 

the Raman lasers. 

Once the dipoles and hence the qubits are created, the scheme that DeMille proposed 

can be used to implement gate operations. In his scheme, the dipoles, each with dipole 

moment d


, are arranged in an 1D array formed using an optical lattice, where a spatially 

dependent electric field ( )extE x


also coexists.  The energy . extd E
 

 and hence the transition 

frequency of each dipole is different allowing individual addressing of single qubits for 

single-qubit gate operations. Large dipole moments and large external electric fields are 
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desirable because the frequency resolution required to address adjacent qubits decrease as 

. extd E
 

 increases. The dipole-dipole interaction 

 1 2 1 2
int 3

0

ˆ ˆ. 3( . )( . )
4 | |

d d r d r dU
rπε

−
=
   



 

allows the two-qubit CNOT gate operation to be performed. The fringing fields from 

dipole A adds or subtracts from the external field ( )extE x


, at the location of dipole B 

depending on how the dipole A is oriented with respect to dipole B. This in turn implies 

that the energy required to flip dipole B depends on the state of dipole A, thus producing 

entanglement. By tuning the drive frequency appropriately, it is then possible to flip qubit 

B if and only if qubit A is in state 1 , thus realizing a CNOT gate. The key to fast and 

reliable CNOT gate operation is the large dipole-dipole interaction. The energy shift intU  

between two adjacent dipoles determines the time required for a CNOT gate: 

1
int( / )Uτ −≈  . In addition, the frequency resolution required to address adjacent qubits 

for two-qubit operations also decreases as intU increases. Instead of using a set of 

frequencies as an instruction set, it is possible to use the phase of a laser to address 

individual qubit. The phase within a laser beam can be conveniently controlled using a 

spatial light modulator and such optical phase based coherent control schemes allow 

individual and parallel addressing of qubits. While these ideas will continue to be 

developed and improved, the goal of my thesis is to produce ultrcold LiRb molecules by 

PA and predict pathways for the production of LiRb molecule in its absolute ground state. 
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CHAPTER 2.  SPECTROSCOPY OF HOT LIRB MOLECULES 

Part of this chapter was published as: S. Dutta, A. Altaf, D. S. Elliott, and Y. P. Chen, 

Chemical Physics Letters 511, 7-11 (2011).  

 

The spectroscopy of heteronuclear diatomic bi-alkali molecules provides critical 

information for the rapidly developing field of ultracold molecules. Although two groups 

reported observation of Feshbach resonances in an ultracold mixture of Li and Rb atoms 

51,52,53,54, until the very recent work of Ivanova et al. 55,56 and our work 57, the LiRb 

molecule was the only bi-alkali molecule for which no detailed spectroscopic 

investigation had been reported. In ref. 55, the ground X 1Σ+ state was studied using 

Fourier transform spectroscopy and the potential energy curve was constructed. There 

were no reports on experimental studies of the excited electronic states of this molecule 

and we studied the excited B 1Π state of LiRb using laser spectroscopy (after our report 57 

there was another report 56 on excited states of LiRb).  The first theoretical calculation of 

the potential energy curves for LiRb was carried out by Igel-Mann et al. 58 in 1986. More 

recently, Korek et al. 59,60 calculated the ab initio potential energy curves for LiRb – 

some of which are shown in Figure 2.1. The excited B 1Π state of LiRb is a promising 

intermediate state for the formation of ultracold LiRb molecules by photoassociation 61,62, 

and also for their detection via state selective ionization. In this chapter, we discuss a 
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high resolution spectroscopic study of the B 1Π state using Fluorescence Excitation 

Spectroscopy (FES). In addition, we also briefly report an independent study of the X 1Σ+ 

state. 

 

Figure 2.1. Theoretical potential energy curves for LiRb 59. 
 

2.1 Spectroscopy of LiRb in a heat-pipe oven 

We performed spectroscopic measurements on LiRb molecules produced in a 80 cm long 

three-section heat-pipe oven similar to the one described by Bednarska et al. 63. This 

heat-pipe oven, schematically shown in Figure 2.2, allows us to produce Li and Rb 

vapors at similar densities, despite the large vapor pressure difference of these metals at a 

common temperature.  We loaded 10 g of Li (natural isotopic abundance) in the central 

section (~15 cm long) of the heat pipe oven, which was heated to 550 ˚C. The two outer 

sections (each ~10 cm long), each containing 5 g of Rb (natural isotopic abundance), 
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were maintained at a lower temperature of 300 ˚C. We used Argon as a buffer gas at a 

pressure of approximately 4–5 Torr and water cooled the two ends of the heat-pipe oven 

to protect the optical windows from deposition of metal. Under these conditions, LiRb 

molecules formed in the central section of the heat-pipe oven (along with Li2 and Rb2 

molecules). We operated the heat-pipe oven for more than 800 hours over a period of 14 

months without refilling.    

 

Figure 2.2. Experimental setup: LiRb molecules formed at the center of 
the heat-pipe-oven are excited with a laser, the LIF is collected in the 
forward direction and sent to a monochromator for detection. 

 

The LiRb molecules formed in the heat pipe are distributed among different 

vibrational and rotational levels of the ground electronic state (X 1Σ+ state). We excite 

these X 1Σ+ state molecules to the B 1Π state with the single mode output of a cw, 

frequency stabilized, ring dye laser. The ring dye laser (with Rhodamine 6G dye) is 

pumped with a 6 W Verdi laser (532 nm) and operates at frequencies in the range 16300-

18025 cm-1. As shown in Figure 2.2, we collected the laser induced fluorescence (LIF) 

from one end of the heat pipe oven and directed it toward a 0.75 m focal length Czerny-

Turner monochromator (SPEX 1702) with a typical resolution of 3 cm-1. The light is 
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detected at the exit slit with a photomultiplier tube module (Hamamatsu H9306-03). We 

have observed transitions in 7Li85Rb and 7Li87Rb, but only 7Li85Rb will be considered in 

this thesis. We did not attempt to record transitions from 6Li85Rb and 6Li85Rb and did not 

observe any lines originating from Rb2 or Li2 in this frequency range.  

We performed two types of measurements: Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) 

spectroscopy and Fluorescence Excitation Spectroscopy (FES). In the traditional LIF 

measurements, we kept the laser frequency fixed while scanning the monochromator and 

recorded the rotationally-resolved LIF spectrum (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The LIF spectrum 

directly gives an estimate of the vibrational spacing for X 1Σ+ state of 7Li85Rb (~193 cm-1). 

For the FES measurements, we use the scheme shown in Figure 2.5 (A). We fix the 

monochromator to detect fluorescence at a frequency ~ 193 cm-1 less than that of the 

excitation frequency, and scan the dye laser frequency to record a spectrum such as the 

one shown in Figure 2.5 (B). Peaks in these spectra correspond to excitation of specific 

ro-vibrational levels of the B 1Π state.  The average accuracy of the line positions in FES 

is 0.02 cm-1, limited by the accuracy of the wavelength-meter used for measuring the 

laser wavelength. We used the higher resolution FES measurements for determination of 

the molecular constants of both the X 1Σ+ and B 1Π states. In the following, we briefly 

discuss the measurements performed with LIF spectroscopy, followed by a more detailed 

account of the higher resolution FES measurements. 

2.2 Analysis of molecular spectra 

We used the LIF spectra to extract useful information about the vibrational and rotational 

structure of the X 1Σ+ state. We have used our LIF measurements to determine the 
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molecular constants of the X 1Σ+ state, and find excellent agreement with the Fourier 

transform spectroscopy measurements of Ivanova et al. 55. As shown in Figure 2.4, we 

were able to record LIF up to v" = 45 of the X 1Σ+ state (covering more than 98% of the 

potential well depth). We observed a few weak lines near v" = 45 that do not fit the LIF 

progression of the X 1Σ+ state. Comparison with ab initio calculations indicate that these 

lines might be LIF to the a 3Σ+ state, although more work is needed to confirm this. The 

intensity variations in the LIF spectra provide a good picture of the nodal structure in the 

radial wave function of the excited state, and we use these to assign the vibrational 

number v' of the excited B 1Π state.  In Figure 2.3 we show the LIF spectra obtained upon 

excitation of four different vibrational levels of the B 1Π state. As expected from the 

Franck-Condon principle, the intensity distribution of LIF from v' = 0 has no nodes, v' = 1 

has one node, v' = 2 has two nodes and so on.  

 

Figure 2.3. LIF spectra originating from v' = 0, 1, 2 and 3 levels of the B 
1Π state and terminating in different v" levels of the X 1Σ+ state. The 
intensity distribution clearly reflects the node structure of the radial wave 
functions of the B 1Π state. The occurrence of P-R doublets facilitates 
assignment of J. The dotted lines serve to guide the eye only. 
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Figure 2.4. LIF after exciting the transition (v" = 2, J" = 6) → (v' = 20, J' = 
6) with the laser frequency at 18016.42 cm-1. The LIF progression can be 
followed up to v" = 45. The features due to self absorption of Rubidium 
vapor are also seen. Inset: Zoomed in view showing the highest observed 
v" levels of the X 1Σ+ state along with two suspected triplet transitions 
(indicated by ▼). 

 

 

Figure 2.5. (A) Detection scheme for FES: The monochromator is fixed to 
detect fluorescence at a frequency ~ 193 cm-1 less than that of the 
excitation, and the laser frequency is scanned. (B) A fragment of the 
Fluorescence Excitation Spectrum near the (v" = 0, v' = 2) band head. The 
rotational quantum numbers J' of the P, Q, and R branches are assigned, as 
indicated on the top. At our resolution, levels R(1), R(2) and R(3) overlap 
with R(6), R(5) and R(4) respectively.   
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Once the vibrational assignments v' are made, we turn to FES for higher resolution 

measurements of the B 1Π state. We used two modes for recording these measurements: 

complete spectra while tuning the laser frequency continuously in an approximately 

linear scan; or tuning the laser manually and recording the wavelengths and intensities of 

the peaks.  In either case, we determine the wavelength of the laser output using a 

wavelength-meter (Burleigh WA-1000).  In Figure 2.5B we show an example of the 

Fluorescence Excitation Spectra around the head of the (v"=0, v'=2) band, obtained by 

patching together several frequency scans (~ 13 GHz each).  Assignments of several 

rotational lines belonging to the P, Q and R branches are indicated. We recorded similar 

high resolution FES for 27 different (v", v') bands of the X 1Σ+ → B 1Π transition, where 

v" ranged from 0–2 and v' ranged from 0–20. For each of these vibrational bands we 

observed the Q branch rotational levels and assigned lines up to J ~ 20. We did not 

attempt to study the higher J levels because our ultimate goal is to study the formation of 

ultracold molecules via photoassociation, where only J < 4 levels are generally observed. 

We assigned the P and R branches (e parity levels 64) only up to v' = 3. We show plots of 

all observed Q branch transition frequencies, against J(J+1) in Figure A1 of Appendix A. 

A list of all observed transitions is also available in Table A1 of Appendix A. The 

analysis which follows is based on these high resolution FES measurements. 

2.3 Molecular constants of 7Li85Rb  

We determine the molecular constants in a level-by-level manner rather than using a 

global fit. The total energy Ev,J  of a given (v, J) level is expressed in the form 22:  

 , ( )v J v vE T F J= +      (2.1) 
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Fv(J) is the rotational energy and Tv is the rotation-less energy for the vibrational state v, 

 v e vT T G= +          (2.2) 

where Te is the minimum of the corresponding electronic potential energy curve, and Gv 

is the vibrational energy. As is commonly done 22, we approximate the value of the 

vibrational energy Gv as an anharmonic oscillator and rotational energy Fv(J) as a 

vibrating rotor: 

 2 31 1 1
2 2 2(  ) (  ) (  )v e e e e eG v x v y vω ω ω= + − + + + +…    (2.3) 

 2 2 2( ) [ ( 1) ] [ ( 1) ]v v vF J B J J D J J= + −Λ − + −Λ    (2.4) 

where Λ2 is 0 for the X 1Σ+ state and 1 for the B 1Π state, Bv is the rotational constant, Dv 

is the centrifugal distortion constant, ωe is the harmonic constant while ωexe, ωeye etc. are 

the anharmonic constants. Also, to a first approximation, the rotational constant Bv is 

given by 

 1
2( )v e eB B vα= − +      (2.5) 

For each vibrational level v" from 0 to 2 of the X 1Σ+ state, we measure the difference in 

energy of the P and R lines using FES: 

 ", " 1 ", " 1 2 " " "( ") (4 " 2) 2(4 " 2)v J v J v v vE E F J J B J D+ −− ≡ ∆ = + − +   (2.6) 

We determine the constants Bv" and Dv" from a least squares fit of Δ2Fv"(J") vs. J" (Figure 

2.6 (A)) and list the values of Bv" in Table 2.1. We obtain Be" = 0.21661(7) and αe" = 

0.001575(4), from a fit of the data to equation (2.5); these values are in good agreement 

with the higher precision results of Ivanova et al. 55.  The uncertainties in the values of 

Bv" obtained from the fit of Δ2Fv"(J") vs. J" are <0.025%.  The relative uncertainties of 

the values of Dv" is much larger, ~ 25%, due in part to the focus of our measurements on 
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low-J states.  In light of this uncertainty, we neglect the variation of Dv" with v", and we 

report only an average value De" = 1.26(10) x 10-6 cm-1.  This value is also in reasonable 

agreement with De" = 1.062 x 10-6 cm-1 reported in ref. 55, as well as the Kratzer relation 

for the Morse potential approximation: De" = 4Be"
3/ωe"

2 = 1.065 x 10-6 cm-1, using Be" and 

ωe" from ref. 55. For determination of all the other constants for the X 1Σ+ and B 1Π states, 

we restrict our analysis to the Q branch transitions only. 

 

Figure 2.6. (A) A plot (open circles ○) of Δ2Fv" (J"), in cm-1, for the v" = 0 
level of the X 1Σ+ state. The solid line (red) is a fit to equation (2.6) and the 
filled circles (●) are the fit residuals. Bv" and Dv" for the v" = 0 level are 
obtained from this plot. The excited state involved was the v' = 2 level of 
the B 1Π state. (B) A plot (open circles ○) of Q(J), in cm-1, for transitions 
from v" = 2 to v' = 13. We obtain the values of Bv'=13, Dv'=13 and (Tv'=13 – 
Tv"=2) from this plot. Similar plots are made for the Q-lines of other (v", v') 
transitions and the respective Bv', Dv' and (Tv' – Tv") are obtained. 

 

The energy Q(J) of an absorption line corresponding to a X 1Σ+ (v",J) → B 1Π (v',J) 

transition is 

', ",

2 2 2
' " ' ' " "

( )

          ( ) [ ( 1) 1] [ ( 1) 1] ( 1) ( 1)  
v J v J

v v v v v v

Q J E E

T T B J J D J J B J J D J J

= −

= − + + − − + − − + + +
     (2.7) 

With the values of Bv" held fixed at the values reported in Table 2.1 and Dv" held fixed at 

1.06 x 10-6 cm-1, we obtain the values of Bv', Dv' and (Tv' – Tv") from a least squares fit of 
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Q(J) vs. J (Figure 2.6. (B)). We obtain Tv"=1 – Tv"=0 from the difference in frequencies 

between the following rotation-less transitions: X 1Σ+ (v"=1, J=0) → B 1Π (v', J=0) and X 

1Σ+ (v"=0, J=0) → B 1Π (v', J=0).  Tv"=2 – Tv"=0 is calculated in a similar manner. Tv' is 

then evaluated from the (Tv' – Tv") values obtained above. In Table 2.1, we report the 

values of Tv, Bv and Dv for both X 1Σ+ and B 1Π states.   

The energy differences Tv"=1 – Tv"=0 and Tv"=2 – Tv"=1 that we measure are in excellent 

agreement with those derived using the spectroscopic constants reported by Ivanova et al. 

55.  From a fit of Tv' to equations (2.2–2.3), we extract: Te' (B 1Π) = 17110.0(5) cm-1 and 

ωe' = 122.3(3) cm-1 in agreement with experimental values reported in ref. 56.  

Corresponding theoretical values from Korek et al. 59 are Te' (B 1Π) = 17205 cm-1 and ωe' 

= 140.5 cm-1.  We do not make explicit comparisons to ref. 60 calculations, which 

included spin-orbit effects, because these results are expected to be more precise only for 

larger internuclear spacings. 

We calculate the dissociation energy De(B 1Π) of the B 1Π state using the standard 

relation: 

 1 1 2 2 1
3/2 1/2 '( ) ( ) [ (5 ) (5 )] ( )e e eD B D X E Rb P Rb S T B+Π = Σ + ∆ − − Π  

where De(X 1Σ+) = 5927.9 (40) cm-1 is the dissociation energy of the X 1Σ+ state as 

reported in ref. 55,  ΔE [Rb(5 2P3/2) – Rb(5 2S1/2)] = 12816.6 cm-1 is known very precisely 

from standard databases and Te' (B 1Π) = 17110.0(5) cm-1. Using these values we obtain 

the value of De(B 1Π) to be 1634.5(45) cm-1, where the major source of error arises from 

the uncertainty in the value of De(X 1Σ+).   
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Table 2.1 Molecular constants (in cm-1) of the X 1Σ+ state and f-parity 
levels of the B 1Π state. All values of Tv are referenced to Tv"=0 = 0. The 
value of Dv" is held fixed at 1.06 x10-6 cm-1. These constants reproduce the 
observed transition frequencies with an accuracy of 0.02cm-1.  

v Tv - Tv"=0 Bv Dv x106 
X 1Σ+ state 
0 0 0.21580 (3) (fixed at 

1.06) 
1 192.96 0.21430 (5) 
2 383.70 0.21265 (5) 
B 1Π state, f-levels 
0 17073.07 0.17146(4)   1.6(1) 
1 17188.52 0.16703(4)   1.2(1) 
2 17297.15 0.16261(2) 1.78(5) 
3 17398.94 0.15768(4) 2.00(8) 
4 17493.91 0.15226(6)   1.7(2) 
5 17582.27 0.14717(2) 2.17(5) 
6 17664.54 0.14194(3) 2.42(6) 
7 17741.20 0.13696(8)   3.4(4) 
8 17812.80 0.13135(4) 2.07(7) 
9 17879.80 0.12660(8)   2.2(2) 
10 17942.64 0.12191(5)   2.2(1) 
11 18001.73 0.11743(3) 2.29(6) 
12 18057.37 0.11301(6)   2.2(2) 
13 18109.83 0.10907(2) 2.61(5) 
14 18159.37 0.10488(4) 2.35(9) 
15 18206.18 0.10113(6)   2.7(1) 
16 18250.29 0.09738(10)   1.7(4) 
17 18292.46 0.09364(13)   1.9(5) 
18 18332.24 0.09026(1) 2.09(3) 
19 18369.95 0.08696(3) 2.33(4) 
20 18405.63 0.08349(3) 2.31(6) 
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2.4 Perturbations in the molecular spectra 

In our FES measurements, we also observed rotational perturbations in the e parity levels 

of the B 1Π state. For transitions to v' = 1, 2 and 3, the perturbations manifested through 

irregularities in transition frequencies for both P and R branches. The perturbations must 

be in the B 1Π state because the X 1Σ+, being far from any other electronic potential, is 

expected to be unperturbed. This was verified using the energy splitting Δ2Fv"(J") of the 

X 1Σ+ state, which did not have any irregularities (Figure 2.6 (A)). We did not observe 

any such irregularity in the v' = 0 level. Figure 2.7 shows, for the (v"=0, v'=1), (v"=0, 

v'=2) and (v"=0, v'=3) bands, the difference between observed and calculated line 

positions (calculated using Bv' and Dv' values obtained above from f parity levels, i.e. Q 

branch, only). The maximum perturbation occurs at J' ~ 8 for v' = 1, at J' ~ 16 for v' = 2 

and at J' ~ 30 for v' = 2. Since the f parity levels (Q branch) are not perturbed, it can be 

concluded that the perturbing state is a 1Σ+ state and not a 1Π state 22,65. From the ab initio 

calculations of potential energy curves, we expect that C 1Σ+ state is the perturbing state.  

 

Figure 2.7. The difference between observed and calculated transition 
frequencies in the (v"=0, v'=1), (v"=0, v'=2) and (v"=0, v'=3) bands of 
the X 1Σ+ → B 1Π system. Open circles (○) correspond to f parity levels 
and filled circles (●) correspond to e parity levels. The f parity levels are 
not perturbed while rotational perturbations are maximum near specific J' 
values for the e parity levels of the B 1Π state. 
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The perturbation matrix element can be written as 65: 

( , , ) ( , ) ( 1)H v v J v v J JηΠΣ Π Σ Π Σ= +                                       (2.8) 

where ( , )v vη Π Σ  is a constant that depends on vibrational levels of the B 1Π and C 1Σ+ 

state. The (observed) perturbed energy levels ( , )E v JΠ Π  of the B 1Π state is related to the 

unperturbed energy levels 0 ( , )E v JΠ Π  and 0 ( , )E v JΣ Σ of the B 1Π and C 1Σ+ states through65: 

20 00 0
2

( , ) ( , )( , ) ( , )( , ) ( , , )
2 4

E v J E v JE v J E v JE v J H v v J
Π Π Σ ΣΠ Π Σ Σ

Π Π ΠΣ Π Σ

 ++  = ± +   (2.9) 

where the + and – signs refer to J levels above and below the perturbation center. 

0 ( , )E v JΠ Π is calculated using the Q branch data and 0 0( , ) ( ) ( ) [ ( 1)]E v J T v B v J JΣ Σ Σ Σ Σ Σ= + + , 

where 0 ( )T vΣ Σ  and ( )B vΣ Σ respectively are the rotationless energy and rotational constant 

of the vΣ  vibrational level of the C 1Σ+ state. The values of 0 ( )T vΣ Σ , ( )B vΣ Σ  and ( , )v vη Π Σ  

are extracted from a fit to equation (2.9) and are reported in Table 2.2. We also derive Te 

(C 1Σ+) = 17231(2) cm-1 and ωe (C 1Σ+) = 112.5(5) cm-1 in reasonable agreement with a 

more recent report 56. The theoretical potential energy curves also allow us to determine 

that the vΠ  = 1, 2 and 3 levels of the B 1Π state are perturbed by the vΣ  = 0, 1 and 2 

levels of the C 1Σ+ state, respectively. In chapter 6, we discuss a PA scheme based on the 

C 1Σ+ state. 

Table 2.2. The rotationless energy 0 ( )T vΣ Σ  (referenced to Tv"=0 = 0), 
rotational constant ( )B vΣ Σ  and the perturbation matrix element ( , )v vη Π Σ  
of the C 1Σ+ state.  

vΣ  0 ( )T vΣ Σ in cm-1 ( )B vΣ Σ  in cm-1 ( , )v vη Π Σ  in cm-1 
0 17190.13(05) 0.1469(11) (1,0)η  = 0.0761(27) 
1 17302.58(69) 0.1396(22) (2,1)η  = 0.0455(41) 
2 17406.47(64) 0.1463(07) (3,2)η  = 0.0135(14) 
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2.5 Implications and predictions  

To conclude the chapter, I will discuss the implications of our measurements in finding 

efficient photoassociation pathways for the production of ultracold ground state LiRb 

molecules, and their detection via state selective ionization. We first look back at the 

relative intensity of the LIF lines in Figure 2.3. The line originating from v' = 2 or v' = 3 

and terminating in v" = 0 has much higher intensity than those terminating in v" > 0. This 

implies that the Franck Condon factor is very high for the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) ← B 1Π (v' = 2) 

and X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) ← B 1Π (v' = 3) transitions. A rough estimate based on the relative 

intensity of the LIF peaks shows that approximately 22% of the molecules in the v' = 2 

decay back to v" = 0 and approximately 25% of the molecules in v' = 3 states decay back 

to v" = 0. The estimate based on calculation of Franck-Condon factors from an RKR 

potential predicts approximately 22% of the molecules in v' = 2 and v' = 3 levels decay 

back to v" = 0, in agreement with the experiment. This is encouraging for formation of 

ultracold ground state molecules via photoassociation into the B 1Π (v' = 2) or B 1Π (v' = 

3) state followed by spontaneous emission to the ground X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state. A similar 

scheme was used for producing ultracold LiCs molecules 61,62. In particular, B 1Π (v' = 2) 

could be an excellent state for such a scheme, especially if there is a significant increase 

in the photoassociation efficiency due to wave function overlap between the X 1Σ+  and a 

3Σ+ states near the inner turning point of the a 3Σ+ state. In the absence of such overlap, 

the recently proposed scheme based on photoassociation near a Feshbach resonance 66,67 

could be used to form ultracold LiRb molecules in the ground X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state. It is 

also clear that the B 1Π (v' = 2) or B 1Π (v' = 3) state would be a good intermediate state 
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for state selective detection of ultracold ground state LiRb molecules through Resonance 

Enhanced Multi Photon Ionization (REMPI). 

2.6 Work in progress  

LiRb is a molecule for which very little spectroscopic data is available. It is thus 

important not to discard any information and to analyze the data in every possible way. In 

deriving the molecular constants we have mostly relied on the transition frequencies and 

not on the transition strengths. We want to carefully examine the information encoded in 

the intensity of lines in Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy. Frequency 

resolved LIF spectroscopy is generally used to determine the potential of electronic 

ground state of molecules to which the molecules decay upon excitation with a laser and 

the analysis is based on transition frequencies (not intensities). The potential of the 

electronic excited state is seldom determined from LIF spectroscopy. We plan to use the 

information encoded in the intensities of the fluorescence lines in addition to their 

frequencies, thus making the experiment two dimensional, to extract the excited and 

ground electronic states of the LiRb molecule. We are collaborating with Dr. Xuan Li and 

Prof. Moshe Shapiro from the University of British Columbia, who have developed a 

theoretical technique which can accurately determine potential energy curves from 2D-

LIF spectroscopy. Using their method, the transition dipole moment as a function of 

inter-nuclear displacement can also be extracted 68,69. 
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CHAPTER 3.  THE APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING COLD MOLECULES 

In this chapter I will describe the apparatus 70 used to produce ultracold LiRb molecules. 

The apparatus consists of a dual-species magneto-optical trap (MOT) for simultaneous 

cooling and trapping of 7Li and 85Rb. I will describe the laser system for the MOT and the 

vacuum chamber which includes a Zeeman slower for 7Li and a Time of Flight (TOF) 

Mass Spectrometer (MS).       

 

Figure 3.1. Energy level diagram for 7Li and 85Rb. Lower panels: The 
saturated absorption signal (red line) and the error signal (black line). The 
laser frequencies decrease on moving from left to right. The arrows 
indicate the peaks to which the respective lasers are locked.  
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3.1 Light sources for the MOT 

The energy level diagram relevant for cooling and trapping of 7Li and 85Rb is shown in 

Figure 3.1 and a schematic representation of the laser system is shown in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2. Schematics of the laser system for our 7Li-85Rb dual species 
magneto-optical trap (MOT). For the AOMs in double pass configuration, 
right angled prisms are used to vertically displace the beams. The beams 
coming out of the two slave lasers are combined on an N-PBS instead of a 
PBS because the tapered amplifier can amplify light of only one 
polarization. Note that the cooling and repumping beams for both 7Li and 
85Rb MOTs are combined and sent to the experiment through the same 
optical fiber. 

 

To drive transitions between the 5s 2S1/2 and 5p 2P3/2 states, the 85Rb MOT requires 

two lasers with wavelength near 780 nm: a cooling laser and a repumping laser, differing 

in frequency by the ground state hyperfine splitting (~ 3.036 GHz). The cooling laser is a 

commercial high power (~ 1W) external cavity diode laser (ECDL) from Sacher 
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Lasertechnik. The repumping laser is a homebuilt ECDL in a Littrow configuration with 

an output power of around 50 mW 71. Frequency stabilization of both lasers is obtained 

by locking the laser frequency using the standard saturated absorption spectroscopy 

technique. The cooling laser is locked to the F = 3 → F' = 2-4 crossover resonance. The 

frequency is then up-shifted by 68 MHz using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in a 

single pass configuration, which makes the cooling laser frequency detuned by δRb = -24 

MHz from the F = 3 → F' = 4 cycling transition. The homebuilt repumping laser is 

locked to F = 2 → F' = 1-2 crossover resonance. The frequency is then up-shifted by 78 

MHz using another AOM in a single pass configuration, which makes the repumping 

laser resonant with the F = 2 → F' = 3 transition. The repumping light is combined with 

the cooling light on a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Both beams are then sent to a 

dichroic mirror where they are combined with the 671 nm light for the 7Li MOT. 

To drive transitions between the 2s 2S1/2 and 2p 2P3/2 states, the 7Li MOT also 

requires light at two frequencies, for the cooling and repumping transitions, separated by 

the 7Li ground state hyperfine splitting of ~803.5 MHz. The Lithium laser system is 

based on a master-slave injection scheme. We use a commercial ECDL (Toptica DLPro) 

as our master laser with ~20mW output power at 670.96 nm. The master laser is locked 

to the F = 1-2 → F' crossover resonance in the saturated absorption spectra of 7Li (note 

that the hyperfine levels in the 2p 2P3/2 state of 7Li are not well resolved). To generate the 

frequency at the cooling (repumping) F = 2 → F' = 3 (F = 1 → F' = 2) transition, a part 

of the light from the master laser is down-shifted (up-shifted) in frequency by ~ 400 MHz 

using a 200 MHz AOM in a double pass configuration. The down-shifted and up-shifted 

beams are used to injection lock two free running laser diodes, each producing ~20 mW 
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of light at the frequency of the respective transitions. We control the detuning of the 

cooling and repumping beams using their respective AOMs.  The outputs from the two 

injection locked lasers are combined on a non-polarizing beam splitter (N-PBS). The 

ratio of power between the cooling and repumping light is controlled by suitably placed 

half-wave plates and polarizing beam splitters (PBS) before the beams are combined on 

the N-PBS. The combined light, containing both cooling and repumping frequencies, is 

injected into a commercial tapered amplifier (Toptica BoosTA), which produces up to 

270 mW of light. The spectral content of the tapered amplifier output is checked with a 

scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer with free spectral range of 2 GHz. We adjust the 

injected power such that the height of the transmission peak at the cooling frequency is 

twice that at the repumping frequency. This determines the ratio, 2:1, between the powers 

in the cooling and repumping frequencies with the ratio fixed for the experiments 

reported here. The light from the tapered amplifier is divided into two parts. The major 

part (~180 mW) is sent to a dichroic mirror where it is combined with the 780 nm light. 

The beams for the two MOTs are coupled into the same polarization maintaining optical 

fiber, which greatly simplifies the optical set up near the vacuum chamber. We typically 

get around 50% coupling efficiency for both the 671 nm and 780 nm beams, yielding up 

to 90 mW of light at 671 nm and up to 300 mW of light at 780 nm. The other part of the 

671 nm light from the tapered amplifier, comprised of both cooling and repumping 

frequencies, is down-shifted in frequency by 80 MHz using an AOM to provide the light 

for the Li Zeeman slower. After coupling into a polarization maintaining optical fiber, the 

maximum power available for the Zeeman slower beam is ~ 30 mW. Note that this total 
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power in the Zeeman slower beam is also distributed between two frequencies. In the rest 

of the article we often drop the superscripts and denote 7Li with Li and 85Rb with Rb. 

We later replaced the master-slave injection locking scheme with a simpler scheme 

based on an electro-optic modulator (EOM). The light from the master laser is directly 

injected into the tapered amplifier producing ~300 mW of light at 670.96 nm. A small 

fraction of this light is picked off, up-shifted by ~400 MHz with an AOM and is used to 

lock to the F = 1-2 → F' crossover resonance in the saturated absorption spectra of 7Li. 

The rest of the light is passed through an EOM to put ~800 MHz frequency sidebands, 

the power in each sideband being half that of the carrier. The exact AOM and EOM 

frequencies are chosen such that carrier and the upper sidebands have the right 

frequencies for the cooling and repumping transitions respectively. The experiments 

reported in chapter 4 onwards are done with this new set up. 

3.2 The vacuum chamber 

We show a schematic diagram of the entire vacuum chamber in Figure 3.3. The vacuum 

chamber consists of three main sections: the Lithium oven, the Zeeman slower for Li 

atoms and the ultra high vacuum (UHV) experimental chamber. 

The lithium (Li) oven chamber (Figure 3.4A) produces a collimated beam of Li 

atoms travelling toward the UHV chamber via the Zeeman slower section. It consists of a 

Li oven containing approximately 10g of lithium (natural abundance, ~ 92% 7Li) which is 

heated to ~ 400°C resulting in a lithium vapor pressure of 10-4 Torr. The hot vapor 

escapes the oven through a nozzle (diameter = 8 mm), which is kept at a slightly higher 

temperature of ~ 415°C to avoid condensation of Li. As shown in Figure 3.4B, the nozzle 
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consists of a stack of approximately 60 hypodermic needles, each with an inner diameter 

of 0.8 mm and length of 10 mm. The hypodermic needles improve the collimation of the 

atomic beam by reducing the emission angle to ~ 4.5°. 

 

Figure 3.3. Schematic representation of the vacuum chamber (top) along 
with a photograph (bottom). The picture was taken before the MOT optics 
was mounted. The red dot at the center of the UHV chamber represents the 
MOT. The green lines denote the electric field plates (picture in right 
inset) which accelerate the ions produced during REMPI towards the MCP, 
denoted in purple. The trajectory of ions is indicated by the blue lines. The 
MOT coils are denoted in orange. Left inset: Photograph of the 7Li MOT 
(indicated by the arrow). 
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Figure 3.4. (A) Photograph of the lithium oven chamber showing the oven, 
the nozzle and the rotation mount on which the hollow cylindrical beam 
shutter is mounted (see text for details). (B) Photograph of the nozzle 
before integration into the vacuum chamber. The stacked hypodermic 
needles in the central aperture are also visible. (C) Photograph of the 
atomic beam shutter mounted on a rotation mount. The atom beam is 
blocked or transmitted depending on the orientation of the aperture. (D) 
Magnetic field profile of the Zeeman Slower (ZS) solenoid (squares), 
MOT coils (circles) and their combined magnetic field (solid line).  

 

The atomic beam is further collimated by an aperture of 8 mm diameter placed 

approximately 80 mm downstream from the nozzle. As shown in Figure 3.4C, the 

aperture is formed by two holes on a hollow cylinder mounted on a vacuum rotation 

feedthrough. In addition to its role in improving the beam collimation (when the aperture 
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faces the atomic beam), it serves as a beam shutter, completely blocking the atomic beam 

when the aperture is perpendicular to the atomic beam. In addition, it can also control 

(reduce) the atomic flux by appropriate rotation of the hollow cylinder. The collimated Li 

beam then enters the Zeeman slower section after passing through a gate valve. The oven 

chamber is pumped by a Varian Starcell Ion pump with a pumping speed of 40 l/s. To 

protect the gate valve from direct contact with lithium atoms, the copper gasket forming 

the vacuum seal is slightly unconventional. Instead of the standard copper gaskets, a 

blank copper gasket is modified to include a small through hole of 8 mm diameter at the 

center. This hole also provides additional collimation to the lithium beam and reduces the 

conductance between the oven chamber and the Zeeman slower section. The thermal 

lithium atoms emanating from the oven chamber are slowed by the Zeeman slower.  

The design of our Zeeman slower is similar to that of Selim Jochim’s group at 

University of Heidelberg 72. The net magnetic field is the sum of the magnetic field 

produced by the 8-section Zeeman slower solenoid with variable number of turns and by 

the MOT coils. The Zeeman slower is in a decreasing field configuration with maximum 

magnetic field near the Li oven and decreasing to zero near the MOT. We show the 

magnetic field of the Zeeman slower along its axis in Figure 3.4D when a current of 7 A 

is passed though the coils (However, we typically operate the coils at 4.5 A in order to 

avoid overheating of the coils. This is enough to trap 2×108 Li atoms). The 12” long tube 

of the Zeeman slower has an inner diameter of only 0.75” resulting in a low conductance 

between the oven chamber and the UHV experimental chamber. We estimate that the low 

conductance helps maintain the UHV chamber at a pressure 50 times lower than the oven 

chamber.  
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The UHV experimental chamber (Figure 3.3) is the heart of the experiment and is 

designed to produce and detect ultracold atoms and molecules. The pressure in the UHV 

experimental chamber is less than the lowest pressure, 4 × 10-10 Torr, measurable by the 

ion gauge. As shown in Figure 3.3, the UHV chamber consists of an extended 8” 

spherical octagon (Kimball Physics MCF800-ExtOct-G2C8A16), a 10.6” long CF 6” 

nipple and a 6” spherical octagon (Kimball Physics MCF600-SphOct-F2C8) on the top. 

The extended 8” spherical octagon has two CF 8” viewports, eight CF 2.75” viewports 

and sixteen CF 1.33” viewports. This allows for excellent optical access. The two CF 8” 

viewports are used for the vertical MOT beams. Four of the CF 2.75” viewports are used 

for the horizontal MOT beams, two are used for fluorescence imaging, one connects to 

the Zeeman slower section and the last connects to a six-way cross. The arms of the six-

way cross are connected to a Varian Starcell Ion pump, an ion gauge and a sapphire 

window through which the laser beam for the Zeeman slower enters. All other viewports 

are standard Kodial glass viewports (Kurt J. Lesker) which were broadband anti-

reflection coated for the 650-1100 nm region by Abrisa Technologies. Ten out of the 

sixteen CF 1.33” viewports have optical viewports, two have electrical feedthroughs 

while the rest are blanked off. The Rb MOT is loaded from a Rb dispenser (SAES 

Getters) located approximately 6 cm from the MOT. The Rb dispenser is typically 

operated by running a current of 3.3 A. The pressure of the UHV chamber increases to ~ 

3×10-9 Torr when the Rb dispenser is in operation (with a second bake-out performed 

after a year of operation, the pressure dropped and stayed below 5×10-10 Torr even when 

the Rb dispensers were in operation).  
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The apparatus is designed to produce ultracold LiRb molecules in their ro-vibrational 

ground state. The LiRb molecules formed in our experiments will be detected using 

Resonance Enhanced Multi Photon Ionization (REMPI). Details of REMPI will be 

discussed in the theses of Adeel Altaf and John Lorenz, and similar schemes have also 

been discussed elsewhere 73. However, to complete the description of the apparatus we 

describe the Time of Flight (TOF) Mass Spectrometer 74,75 installed inside the UHV 

chamber which will is used to detect and image the ions formed during REMPI. A 

relatively new feature of our apparatus is the ability to detect the orientation of the LiRb 

molecules. This will be achieved using the technique of Velocity Mass Imaging (VMI) 76. 

We integrate the TOF MS and VMI into one compact set-up. The spectrometer consists 

of three regions: acceleration, TOF and detection. The acceleration region consists of 

three stainless steel electric field plates. The electric field plates are 250 μm thick, have 

an outer diameter of 75 mm and a central hole of 32 mm. The central holes allow the 

vertical MOT beams to pass through. The lower (repeller) plate and the middle 

(extractor) plate are spaced by 47 mm, with the MOT located at the center. The middle 

(extractor) and the upper (ground) plates are 20 mm apart. PEEK rods are used as spacers 

as and where needed.  

Ions are created by ionizing the atoms or molecules in the MOT region by a 

Nd:YAG pumped pulsed dye laser with a pulse width of ~10 ns and a repetition rate of 

10 Hz. The ions of different species (Li+, Rb+, LiRb+ etc.) travel approximately along the 

axis of the spectrometer under field free conditions for ~32 cm in the TOF region and are 

differentiated based on their time of flight. The axis of the spectrometer is tilted at an 

angle of 5.5° with respect to the vertical MOT beams. The tilt allows the axis of the 
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spectrometer to be laterally displaced by ~35 mm from the center of the vertical MOT 

beam at the detection region. In order to improve the ion detection efficiency we use 

permanent magnets placed at appropriate locations outside the vacuum chamber to steer 

the ions into the detector. The detection region has a Chevron type matched pair of 

micro-channel plates (MCP) and a P43 phosphor screen assembly from Tectra GmbH. 

The detector has an effective diameter of 25 mm. The phosphor screen is aluminized and 

hence can be used as an anode too. A grounded stainless steel mesh with high 

transmission is placed in front of the MCP to stop the background ions from entering the 

MCP. For TOF spectrometry, the front end of the first MCP is held at -1.9 kV, the back 

of the second MCP is held at -100 V while the phosphor screen (anode) is connected to a 

fast oscilloscope to record the time of flight trace. We are easily able to differentiate 

between Rb+ and LiRb+ ions based on their time of flights (see chapter 6).  

For VMI, which we have not performed yet, the front end of the first MCP will be 

held at -7 kV, the back of the second MCP will be held at -5 kV while the phosphor 

screen will be grounded. The ions hitting the MCP will produce electrons which will then 

be accelerated and amplified, and hit the phosphor screen resulting in emission of light 

where the electrons hit. A camera will record the image formed on the phosphor screen. 

Since the divergence of electrons travelling in the high electric field of the MCP can be 

neglected, the position where the electrons hit the phosphor screen is a direct 

manifestation of where the ions hit the MCP. The image formed on the phosphor screen 

is related to the orientation of the LiRb molecules prior to ionization and also to 

ionization process itself. 
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3.3 Two-species magneto-optical trap 

As discussed in section 3.1, the light for the 7Li and 85Rb MOTs is coupled into a single 

optical fiber and brought to the table on which the experiments are performed. This 

ensures good overlap between the 671 nm and 780 nm beams in addition to a pure 

Gaussian beam profile. The MOTs are formed by three retro-reflected pairs of mutually 

perpendicular laser beams intersecting at the center of the UHV chamber. The beams 

have a 1/e2 diameter of ~ 22 mm. The appropriate circular polarizations 77 of the laser 

beams are obtained using achromatic quarter wave-plates. The MOTs are operated at an 

axial (i.e. vertical) magnetic field gradient of ~11 Gauss/cm provided by a pair of current 

carrying coils. It may be noted here that these coils are not exactly in an anti-Helmholtz 

configuration, resulting in a horizontal magnetic field gradient less than that expected for 

anti-Helmholtz coils. However, the axial magnetic field gradient still varies linearly with 

the distance from the center, and the gradient is related to the current by a constant factor 

of 2.82 (Gauss/cm)/A. We fine tune the overlap of the two MOTs by minor adjustments 

of the quarter wave-plates. The numbers of trapped atoms change only slightly on 

adjustment of the quarter wave-plates. When the maximum available laser powers [100 

mW (30 mW) in each of the six beams for Rb (Li) MOT] are used, we are able to trap ≥ 

2×108 Rb atoms and  ≥ 5×108 Li atoms with typical densities of ~ 4×109 cm-3 and ~ 

2×1010 cm-3  respectively. Upon reduction of the cooling beam power, we can control 

(reduce) the MOT size and atom number, facilitating the measurements of the collision 

rates described in the following section.  

The numbers of atoms in the MOTs are monitored by fluorescence detection 78. The 

fluorescence from both MOTs is collected using a pair of lenses. The Li and Rb 
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fluorescence are separated using a dichroic mirror and detected with two separate large-

area photodiodes. Around 3.5% (1.5%) of the Li (Rb) fluorescence leaks into the Rb (Li) 

detection channel. The spurious signal is subtracted from the recorded signal resulting in 

negligible cross-talk between the Li and Rb detection channels. In addition to the 

photodiodes, two CCD cameras are used to record the images of both MOTs from two 

orthogonal directions. The CCD camera images are used to measure the sizes of the two 

MOTs (used to infer the atom densities) and to monitor their spatial overlap (see Figure 

3.5). Typical sizes of the MOTs are ~3 mm, and the Li and Rb MOTs are very well 

overlapped. 

 

Figure 3.5. False color fluorescence images of the MOTs taken with one 
of the CCD cameras. (A) Rb MOT in absence of Li MOT, (B) Li MOT in 
the absence of the Rb MOT, and (C) Li MOT in the presence of the Rb 
MOT (a filter is used to block most of the Rb fluorescence). The reduction 
in the number of trapped Li atoms due to the presence of the Rb MOT is 
clearly visible. 

 

3.4 Measurement and analysis of collision induced losses  

Collisions between Li and Rb atoms in the dual-species MOT lead to loss of atoms from 

the MOT. As a result, the steady state atom number in one MOT is reduced when the 

MOT of the other species is present. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the Li and Rb MOT 

fluorescence signals corresponding to the following loading sequence. Initially the Li 

light (both cooling & repump) and the Rb repumping light are blocked and none of the 
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MOTs are loaded (the Rb cooling light is always on). At t = 10 s, the Li light is 

unblocked allowing the Li MOT to load. After the Li MOT reaches its steady state, the 

Rb repumping light is unblocked at t = 40 s allowing the Rb MOT to load in presence of 

the Li MOT. The number of atoms in the Li MOT is now reduced in the presence of the 

Rb MOT and reaches a new steady state. At t = 70 s, the Li light is blocked to remove the 

Li MOT resulting in an increase of the atom number in the Rb MOT. At t = 90 s, both the 

Li and Rb beams are blocked. The loading sequence is then reversed.  

 

Figure 3.6. Li and Rb MOT fluorescence signal. The loading sequence is 
described in the text.  

 

The loading of a MOT of species A in the presence of species B can be modeled by 

the rate equation 79: 

2 3 3
,

A
A A A A A A B A B

dN L N n d r n n d r
dt

γ β β= − − −∫ ∫                            (3.1) 

where NA is the number of atoms in the species A MOT, nA and nB are densities of MOTs 

of species A and B respectively and LA is the loading rate for species A. Aγ  is the 1-body 

loss rate coefficient accounting for the losses due to collisions with the background gases, 
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Aβ  is the 2-body loss rate coefficient accounting for the losses of species A due to 

collisions between atoms of species A, and ,A Bβ  is the 2-body loss rate coefficient 

accounting for the losses of species A due to collisions with species B. The order of 

indices in ,A Bβ  is relevant with the first index standing for the species being lost due to 

the presence of the species indicated by the second index. The analysis of loss rates using 

the above equation is simplified by the following two conditions which are valid for our 

experiments: (i) the MOTs operate in the constant density regime, generally true for 

MOTs with 105 or more atoms 80,81, where the density of the MOT remains 

approximately constant during the loading of the MOT while the volume increases, 

allowing the simplification: 2 3
A A A A An d r n Nβ β=∫ , and (ii) one of the MOTs (A) is 

smaller than the other MOT (B) allowing the simplification : 3
, ,A B A B A B B An n d r n Nβ β=∫ .  

To obtain the value of ,Li Rbβ , a small Li MOT is loaded in the presence of a bigger 

Rb MOT. A smaller Li MOT is obtained either by turning the Zeeman slower magnetic 

field off or by reducing the power of the Li cooling laser or both. Under these conditions, 

equation (3.1) can be written as: 

( ) ,
Li

Li Li Li Li Li Li Rb Rb Li
dN L n N n N

dt
γ β β= − + −                       (3.2) 

To obtain the value of ,Rb Liβ , a small Rb MOT is loaded in the presence of a bigger, 

Zeeman slower-loaded Li MOT. A smaller Rb MOT is loaded by reducing the power of 

the Rb cooling laser. Under this condition, equation (3.1) can be written as:  

( ) ,
Rb

Rb Rb Rb Rb Rb Rb Li Li Rb
dN L n N n N

dt
γ β β= − + −                    (3.3) 
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These equations, (3.2) and (3.3), can also be used to describe the loading of a single 

species MOT by setting the last term to zero, leading to equations of the type: 

  

A
A A A

dN L N
dt

κ= −                                          (3.4) 

where ( )A A A Anκ γ β= + . The solution to this equation is:  

( ) (1 )At
A AN t N e κ−∞= −                                            (3.5) 

where A A AN L κ∞ =  is the number of atoms in the steady state MOT of species A in the 

absence of MOT of species B. The values of Liκ , Rbκ , LLi and LRb are obtained from a fit 

of equation (3.5) to the experimental loading data for single species MOT. The values 

depend on the detuning of the respective MOT lasers. For δLi = -9 – -39 MHz, typical 

values are: Liκ  ~ 0.2–0.1 s-1 and LLi ~ 2–7×107 s-1. For δRb = -12 – -24 MHz, typical 

values are: Rbκ  ~ 0.3–0.6 s-1 and LRb ~ 1–5×107 s-1. We assume that these values 

measured from single species operation remain unchanged for two species operation.  

To obtain the values of ,Li Rbβ  and ,Rb Liβ , both MOTs are allowed to load 

simultaneously. When a steady state is reached, ( / )AdN dt  of equations (3.2) and (3.3) 

can be set to zero leading to:      

( ) ( ),Li Rb Li Li Li Rb LiL N n Nβ κ ∞ ∞= −  

( ) ( ),Rb Li Rb Rb Rb Li RbL N n Nβ κ ∞ ∞= −  

where, the “¯” is used to denote the steady-state number of atoms or density of MOTs 

when both species are simultaneously present.  
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The loss rate coefficients generally depend on the MOT parameters such as laser 

intensities and detuning 79,82,83. We can use these dependences to understand the nature of 

the inelastic collisions that lead to trap loss, as has been done previously with losses for 

other species 79,82.  Several possible mechanisms have been identified, including radiative 

escape (RE), fine-structure changing collisions, hyperfine changing collisions, and 

molecule formation. In RE, atoms A (in an excited electronic state, designated A*) and B 

(in its ground state) approach one another along an attractive potential energy curve.  As 

their potential energy decreases, their kinetic energy (and velocity) increases.  

Spontaneous emission during the collision will then generate a scattered photon at a 

lower energy than that of the photon originally absorbed by A, with the difference in 

energy found as kinetic energy of the ground state atoms A and B.  If this energy is 

greater than the trapping potential for either A or B, then one or both of these atoms can 

escape from the trap, contributing to the trap losses.  In the Li-Rb system, Rb*-Li 

collisions (where the asterisk indicates the Rb is in the 5p 2P3/2 state) can result in RE, but 

the potential curves for Li*-Rb collisions (in which Li* designates Li in the 2p 2P3/2 

state), are repulsive, and RE is precluded. The spontaneous emission event can also leave 

atom A or B in the untrapped hyperfine ground state, also leading to trap loss, depending 

on the recovery rate of atoms in this state by the repump laser and the MOT trap depth.  

In the present work, the repump beams are relatively intense (leading to rapid recovery of 

these atoms) and the MOT trap depths are relatively high; hence, we expect that losses 

due to these hyperfine state changing processes are not significant.  Collisions can also 

cause transitions between fine-structure states (of the excited state, since the ground state 

of an alkali metal atom has no fine structure) or hyperfine states (of the ground or excited 
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states, although trap loss is more likely when changing hyperfine states in the ground 

state atoms due to the larger hyperfine energy in the ground state than in the excited 

state). The energy difference between the fine-structure states or hyperfine states is 

transferred to kinetic energy of A and B, which can result in their loss from the MOT.  

However, as discussed above, we do not expect hyperfine changing collisions to be 

important in our system since the MOT trap depths (> 1 K) are significantly higher than 

the energy associated with the hyperfine structures (maximum energy is 3.04 GHz, i.e. ~ 

0.14 K, corresponding to the ground state hyperfine splitting of 85Rb). It is difficult to 

differentiate between fine structure changing collisions and RE on the basis of our 

measurements, and they are together referred to as losses due to Li-Rb* collisions.  

Finally, formation of a molecule AB by the colliding atoms results in loss of both species 

from the traps. 

 

Figure 3.7. The dependence of the loss rate coefficients on the detuning 
(δLi) of the Li cooling laser. The Li repump detuning is fixed at -18 MHz, 
the Rb cooling laser detuning is fixed at -24 MHz and the Rb repump is 
resonant. The  filled squares and open circles are the values of ,Li Rbβ  and 

,Rb Liβ  respectively.  
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In Figure 3.7, we show the dependence of ,Li Rbβ  on the detuning δLi of the Li 

cooling beam from the F = 2 → F' = 3 transition, with the detuning (δRb) of the Rb 

cooling beam held fixed at δRb = -24 MHz. It is seen that the value of ,Li Rbβ , 

characterizing the Rb-induced Li loss, decreases from ~ 2.7×10-10 cm3/s at δLi = -9 MHz 

to ~ 5.6×10-11 cm3/s at δLi = -33 MHz.  

The detuning δLi affects three primary MOT characteristics 84,85,86, which in turn can 

affect the collisional loss rates. With increasing detuning |δLi|, the trap depth increases, 

the temperature of the Li MOT increases and the population in the excited 2p 2P3/2 state 

decreases. (The increasing trap depth and increasing temperature of the Li MOT with 

increasing |δLi| is uncommon among trapped atomic species. In most traps, such as Rb, 

the trap depth and temperature decrease with increasing detuning of the trapping laser.) 

The dependence of ,Li Rbβ  on δLi shown in Figure 3.7 is consistent with the variation of 

trap depth, but counter to the variation in temperature. As we increase |δLi|, the increasing 

trap depth makes it more difficult for Li atoms to escape the trap, as reflected in the 

decreased loss rate coefficient ,Li Rbβ . Conversely, we expect that the increasing 

temperature of the Li MOT with increasing |δLi| would manifest itself as an increasing 

,Li Rbβ . (An increase in the temperature implies an increase in the (average) velocity vLi of 

Li atoms. But vLi is nearly equal to  the relative velocity of the colliding Li and Rb atoms, 

since the average velocity vRb of the Rb atoms is expected to be much less than vLi. This is 

because the typical temperature of the Rb MOT (few hundred μK) is much lower than the 

typical temperature (few mK) of the Li MOT, and the Rb atomic mass mRb is much 

greater than the Li atomic mass mLi.) In inelastic collisions, energy and momentum 
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conservation during collisions require that a fraction mRb/(mLi + mRb) ≈ 92% of any 

released energy be deposited in the lighter Li atom after a Li-Rb collision. The gain in 

kinetic energy of Li atoms is much greater than that of Rb atoms and it is thus much more 

likely for a Li atom to leave the trap (typical Li MOT trap depth ~ 1K 84) than a Rb atom 

(typical Rb MOT trap depth ~ 10K 77,87).  Another possible factor, the population of the 

Li excited 2p 2P3/2 state, can also be ruled out because the interaction between an excited 

(2p 2P3/2) Li atom and a ground state (5s 2S1/2) Rb atom is repulsive 88,89,90 preventing the 

Li and Rb atoms from getting close enough where inelastic loss-inducing collisions can 

occur. Our observation that ,Li Rbβ  increases with decreasing detuning |δLi|, therefore, 

leads us to conclude that the variation in the trap depth is more important than that of the 

temperature of the Li atoms. 

Figure 3.7 also shows the dependence of  ,Rb Liβ , characterizing Li-induced Rb 

losses, on the detuning δLi of the Li cooling beam, with the detuning of the Rb cooling 

beam held fixed at δRb = -24 MHz. The trend is similar to that of ,Li Rbβ , with  ,Rb Liβ  

being  a factor of ~3 lower than ,Li Rbβ . The trend cannot be attributed to an increase in Li 

MOT trap depth with increasing detuning since the Li MOT trap depth cannot play a role 

in determining the Rb losses. The dependence can also not be attributed to the increase in 

Li MOT temperature with increasing detuning, since that would imply an increase in 

,Rb Liβ  with increasing detuning, contrary to the experimental observation.  In addition, as 

mentioned above, the population of the excited (2p 2P3/2) state Li atoms should play no 

role in determining ,Rb Liβ  or ,Li Rbβ .  We speculate that this could be indicative of 

molecule formation, to be discussed in the following paragraph, but at this moment, we 
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are unable to provide a convincing explanation for the observed trend. We also note that 

the trend is actually reverse of that observed for ,Cs Liβ  83, where the increase in ,Cs Liβ  

with increasing |δLi| was attributed to the increase in the Li MOT temperature.   

In order to study the dependence of ,Li Rbβ  and ,Rb Liβ  on the detuning δRb of the Rb 

cooling beam, the above measurements were repeated at a lower detuning of δRb = -18 

MHz and δRb = -12 MHz. Within our experimental uncertainty, the values of ,Li Rbβ  and 

,Rb Liβ  were comparable for all three values of δRb. The dependence of the trap depth and 

temperature of the Rb MOT on |δRb|, both of which decrease with increasing |δRb|, is 

opposite that of the Li MOT; while population in the excited 5p 2P3/2 state decreases with 

increasing |δRb| 77,91. We expect that the temperature of the Rb MOT, however, has little 

affect on the loss rate coefficients because the relative velocity of collisions is determined 

solely by the temperature of the much hotter Li MOT, as already mentioned. The 

interaction between ground state Li atoms and Rb atoms in the excited 5p 2P3/2 state 

(denoted by Rb*) is attractive in nature and can aid in bringing the Li and Rb atoms close 

enough for loss inducing collisions to occur. The population of Rb in the excited 5p 2P3/2 

state decreases with increasing detuning |δRb|, which should reduce Rb-induced Li losses. 

We are unable to observe this effect in our collision induced loss measurements but this 

could be due to the relatively small range over which δRb is varied. However, our 

observations, detailed below, while using a dark MOT for Rb clearly indicate that 

collisions between ground state Li and excited Rb* atoms account for majority of the 

atom losses observed.   
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The values of ,Li Rbβ  and ,Rb Liβ  for 7Li and 85Rb are being reported here for the first 

time. It is interesting to compare these with the values of other isotopes of Li and Rb 

(Table 3.1). The loss rate coefficients for 6Li and 85Rb have been reported to be 6 85,Li Rb
β  

= 4×10-10 cm3/s and 85 6,Rb Li
β  = 5×10-11 cm3/s 92. These values were measured for δRb = -

11 MHz and δLi = -34 MHz. At similar detuning, we find the loss rate coefficients for 7Li 

and 85Rb to be 7 85,Li Rb
β  = 5.6×10-11 cm3/s and 85 7,Rb Li

β  = 2.0×10-11 cm3/s. Thus the 

values of ,Rb Liβ   are similar for the two cases but the value of ,Li Rbβ  is significantly 

different.     

Table 3.1. Values of loss rate coefficients (in cm3/s) measured for 
conventional bright MOTs. Parameters involving 6Li are from Ladouceur 
et al. 92 while those involving 7Li are measured in our experiment. There 
are no reported measurements for 7Li - 87Rb. The dependence of loss rate 
coefficients on the isotopes could be attributable to the binding energy of 
the highest energy vibrational state within the electronic potential well, or 
possibly differences in the hyperfine structures of different isotopes 77.  In 
the final row, we present the ratios ,Li Rbβ / ,Rb Liβ for these different 
isotopic systems. 

 7Li - 85Rb 6Li - 85Rb 6Li - 87Rb 

,Li Rbβ  5.6×10-11 4×10-10 2.5×10-10 

,Rb Liβ  2.0×10-11 5×10-11 1.7×10-11 

,Li Rbβ / ,Rb Liβ  2.8 8 15 
 

In contrast to the observation of Ladouceur et al. 92, where 6 85,Li Rb
β is an order of 

magnitude higher than 85 6,Rb Li
β , we observe that the values of 7 85,Li Rb

β  and 

85 7,Rb Li
β differ by only a factor of ~ 3. (Direct comparison of loss rate coefficients, ,Li Rbβ  

or ,Rb Liβ , with those determined for other isotopic systems by other research groups, can 
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be difficult due to uncertainties in the absolute determination of atomic densities or 

numbers, as well as subtle differences in laser powers or detunings. We therefore 

compare ratios ,Li Rbβ / ,Rb Liβ  for the different isotopic species, which we expect to be 

more reliable.) We speculate that the similarity in the values of 7 85,Li Rb
β  and 85 7,Rb Li

β  

can be explained by the formation of LiRb molecules in the electronic ground state. LiRb 

molecules in the electronic ground state can be formed in the two-species MOT by 

spontaneous emission of excited state LiRb* molecules formed by collisions of Li and 

Rb* atoms. The molecules, being transparent to the MOT beams, cannot be trapped and 

both atoms are lost from the MOT. Since ,Li Rbβ and ,Rb Liβ are similar, but not identical 

( , , 3Li Rb Rb Liβ β  ), this could indicate that about 30% of the collisions lead to molecule 

formation, resulting in the loss of a Li and Rb atom from the trap, while the majority of 

collisions lead to the loss of a Li atom alone. Subtle differences between the vibrational 

energies of excited potentials for different isotopic species could allow for differences in 

molecule formation rates. For example, isotopic changes in the vibrational energy 

spacing can change the binding energy of the highest bound vibrational level 

substantially, affecting the collision process. A difficulty with this explanation lies with 

dependence of this rate on δLi and δRb. The molecule formation rate should depend only 

on the Rb detuning (and not on Li detuning) because the Li-Rb* interaction is attractive 

while Li*-Rb is repulsive. In Figure 3.7, only the Li* population is being changed, yet we 

see variation of both loss coefficients. If molecule formation is the only loss mechanism, 

then both ,Li Rbβ  and ,Rb Liβ  should have been individually constant as the Li detuning 

was changed. This is obviously not the case. The other way to think about it is that the 
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molecules, if formed, are always lost from the trap, irrespective of the MOT trap 

depth/detuning. If molecule formation by the MOT beams is indeed active, this 

mechanism would provide a simple method for the production of ultracold LiRb 

molecules in the electronic ground state. However, more work, for example using REMPI 

to detect the LiRb molecules formed in the MOT, is needed to confirm this conjecture. 

A few words about possible sources of errors in the measurement of ,Li Rbβ  and 

,Rb Liβ  are warranted here. Random errors in the values of ,Li Rbβ  and ,Rb Liβ  are minimal 

and the trends seen in Figure 3.7 are reproducible. The primary sources of error are the 

systematic errors arising from the uncertainties in the measurement of the number of 

atoms in and the sizes of the MOTs. The calculation of atom number requires the 

knowledge of the photon scattering rate which in turn depends on the intensity, 

polarization and detuning of the MOT cooling beams. The detuning is quite well 

determined in our experiments as is the intensity, but the polarization may not be perfect, 

and it varies through the MOT region due to interference effects between the six trapping 

beams. Other errors arise from the uncertainty in the solid angle subtended by the MOT 

at the collection lens and on the photon collection efficiency of the imaging system. 

Collectively these lead to an estimated systematic error of ~ 25% in the measurement of 

number of atoms trapped in the MOTs. The sizes (diameters) of the MOTs are estimated 

to be accurate within 15%. Together, these lead to an uncertainty of ~ 50% in the 

determination of 7 85,Li Rb
β  and 85 7,Rb Li

β . However, as noted earlier, these are systematic 

errors appearing in every measurement and hence the trends seen in Figure 3.7 should not 

change significantly.  Such uncertainties are typical in the measurement of loss rates 83. 
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3.5 Reduction of collision induced losses in a dark Rb MOT 

As discussed earlier, the population of Rb atoms in the excited 5p 2P3/2 state can cause the 

loss of Li atoms from the MOT. The importance of the role of Rb*-Li collisions is further 

supported by our measurements of interspecies collision-induced losses with a dark MOT, 

also known as the dark spontaneous-force optical trap 93,94.  In a dark MOT for Rb, the 

population in the excited 5p 2P3/2 state is reduced, and the trapped atoms primarily occupy 

the 5s 2S1/2 F = 2 state. We obtain a dark Rb MOT by blocking the center of the Rb 

repumping beam with an opaque circular disc 6 mm in diameter. In addition, we detune 

the Rb repumping beam by +12 MHz from the F = 2 → F' = 3 transition.  We found that 

the use of an additional depumping beam, tuned to the F = 3 → F' = 2 transition, was not 

required to reduce the Rb-induced Li losses.   

 

Figure 3.8. Simultaneous loading of a Li MOT (red, left axis) and dark Rb 
MOT (black, right axis). The Li MOT starts loading at t = 10 s and is 
allowed to reach steady state. At t = 50 s, the Rb dark MOT starts loading 
and a very small reduction in the Li MOT atom number is seen. At t = 75 s 
the Li MOT is blocked and a very small increase in the dark Rb MOT 
atom number is seen. The interspecies collision induced losses are greatly 
reduced when a dark Rb MOT is used. 
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Figure 3.8 shows the MOT loading curves when a Li MOT and a dark Rb MOT are 

simultaneously loaded where the losses are substantially reduced (also see Figure 3.9). It 

is seen that the number of trapped atoms of one species is affected only slightly by the 

presence of the other species, thus preserving the densities also. With the dark Rb MOT 

we are able to simultaneously trap ≥ 5×108 Li atoms and ≥ 2×108 Rb atoms The result 

also clearly indicates that collisions of Li atoms with Rb atoms in the excited 5p 2P3/2 

state lead to the severe loss of Li atoms from the Li MOT, as speculated earlier. The 

reduction in collision induced losses is crucial for the experiments discussed in the 

following chapters.  

3.6 Alternate method for the measurements of collision induced losses 

The Li loss rate coefficient ,Li Rbβ  can be measured using a different method. The Li 

MOT is first allowed to load and reach a steady state (NLi,Max) in the absence of the Rb 

MOT. The Li atomic beam is then suddenly blocked which suddenly changes the loading 

rate LLi to zero.  The decrease in the Li MOT atom number (NLi) is shown in Figure 3.9A. 

The evolution of NLi can be described by equation 3.4 with LLi set to zero, and, the 

solution to the equation is ,
Li t

Li Li MaxN N e κ−= . In Figure 3.9B we plot ( ),ln Li Li MaxN N  

vs. t and extract Liκ (~ 1/7.5 s-1) from the slope of the red curve. Next, the Li MOT is 

allowed load in presence of the Rb MOT and it reaches a new steady state. The Li atomic 

beam is then blocked and the evolution of NLi can be described by equation 3.3 with LLi 

set to zero. The solution to the equation is ,
,

Li Rb t
Li Li MaxN N e κ−= , where 

, ,Li Rb Li Li Rb Rbnκ κ β= + . In Figure 3.9B we plot ( ),ln Li Li MaxN N  vs. t and extract ,Li Rbκ  
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(~ 1/1.7 s-1) from the slope of the blue curve. We then calculate ,Li Rbβ  from the relation: 

( ), ,Li Rb Li Rb Li Rbnβ κ κ= −  (~ 1.5×10-10 cm3/s). The value ,Li Rbβ  obtained using this 

method is consistent with the value obtained using the previous method. Note that this 

method is relatively immune to small errors in the measurement of Li atom number and 

density. For completeness, we also plot the evolution of NLi in the presence of a dark Rb 

MOT and find that using a dark Rb MOT significantly reduces the Li losses and ,Li Rbβ .        

 

Figure 3.9. The decay of Li MOT atom number when the Li atomic beam 
is suddenly blocked at t = 0 s. The ratio ,Li Li MaxN N  in linear scale (A) 
and log scale (B) as a function of time after the atomic beam is blocked. In 
absence of the Rb MOT, the Li atoms number decreases slowly with a 
lifetime ~ 7.5 s. In the presence of the bright Rb MOT, the Li atoms 
number decreases much more quickly with a lifetime ~ 1.7 s. In the 
presence of the dark Rb MOT, the Li atoms number decreases slowly with 
a lifetime ~ 6.5 s. This suppression of collision induced losses with a dark 
Rb MOT indicates that the Li losses are mainly due to collision of Li with 
excited state Rb atoms.  
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CHAPTER 4.  PHOTOASSOCIATION OF LIRB MOLECULES 

In this chapter, I will discuss the production of ultracold 7Li85Rb molecule in excited 

electronic states by photoassociation (PA) of ultracold 7Li and 85Rb atoms. PA is 

performed in the dual-species 7Li-85Rb MOT described in the previous chapter and the 

PA resonances are detected using trap loss spectroscopy. We identify several strong PA 

resonances below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) and the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) 

asymptotes, and experimentally determine the long range C6 dispersion coefficients. For 

the strongest PA line observed, we find an excited state LiRb* molecule formation rate 

(PLiRb) of 3.5×107 s-1 and a PA rate coefficient (KPA) of 1.3×10-10 cm3/s, the highest 

among heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules. We also observe the saturation of the PA rate 

coefficient (KPA) close to the theoretical value at the unitarity limit. These results are very 

promising and provide the first concrete step towards the production of ultracold LiRb 

molecules in their rovibronic ground state.   

4.1 Experimental setup 

For the PA experiments, we use the dual-species MOT described in the previous chapter 

i.e. a conventional MOT for 7Li and a dark MOT for 85Rb. The typical number (NLi) of 

trapped 7Li atoms is around 5×107 at a density (nLi) around 5×109 cm-3. The majority of 

the trapped 7Li atoms are in the upper (F = 2) hyperfine level of the 2s 2S1/2 state. The 

typical number (NRb) of trapped 85Rb atoms is around 1×108 at a density (nRb) around
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 4×109 cm-3. The majority of the 85Rb atoms are in the lower (F = 2) hyperfine level of 

the 5s 2S1/2 state. The trapped atoms collide mainly along the 7Li (2s 2S1/2, F = 2) + 85Rb 

(5s 2S1/2, F = 2) channel. Good spatial overlap of the two MOTs is monitored using a pair 

of cameras placed orthogonal to each other. The fluorescence from both MOTs is 

collected using a pair of lenses, separated using a dichroic mirror and recorded on two 

separate photodiodes. 

We use a Ti:Sapphire laser for PA. The laser has a linewidth less than 1 MHz, 

maximum output power of 450 mW and maximum mode-hop-free scan of around 20 

GHz. The PA laser beam is collimated to a 1/e2 diameter of 0.85 mm, leading to a 

maximum available peak intensity of about 150 W/cm2. The wavelength of the laser is 

tuned near 795 nm or 780 nm in order to record the PA spectrum below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + 

Rb (5p 2P1/2) and the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptotes, respectively. PA resonances 

lead to the formation of LiRb* molecules in excited electronic states, which either 

spontaneously decay to electronic ground state LiRb molecules or to free Li and Rb 

atoms with high kinetic energies. Both mechanisms result in loss of Li and Rb atoms 

from the MOT leading to a decrease in the MOT fluorescence. The PA resonances, and 

hence formation of LiRb* molecules, can thus be detected using this PA-induced trap 

loss spectrum. Trap loss in the Li MOT occurs solely due to LiRb* PA resonances since 

Li2* PA resonances are weak/absent near 795 nm or 780 nm. Trap loss should also be 

observable in the Rb-MOT but the fluorescence from the Rb dark-MOT is weak and the 

spectrum is complicated by Rb2* PA resonances. To obtain the LiRb* PA spectrum, we 

thus record the Li MOT fluorescence as the frequency of the PA laser is scanned. As an 
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additional check for LiRb* molecules, we have verified that the trap loss features in the 

Li fluorescence are present only when both Li and Rb atoms are simultaneously trapped. 

4.2 Molecular potentials  

Figure 4.1a shows the first few electronic states of the LiRb molecule for small 

internuclear separations (R). For the PA levels close to the atomic asymptotes, the 

internuclear separation is larger and the potential is determined mainly by the C6 

coefficients 88,89,90(Figure 4.1b). It is appropriate to use the Hund’s case (a) notation for 

small R and Hund’s case (c) notation for large R. The correlation between Hund’s case 

(a) and case (c) labels is shown in Table 4.1 (see ref. 22 page 315 and refs. 95-97).  

 

Figure 4.1. a) Theoretical potential energy curves of LiRb for small 
internuclear separations 60. (b) Theoretical potential energy curves at large 
internuclear separations determined solely by the C6 coefficients 88. Only 
these curves are relevant to the presented PA measurements. 

 

Table 4.1. Correlation between potentials at short and long range 

Small R Large R Asymptote 
X 1Σ+, a 3Σ+ 1(0+), 1(0-), 1(1) Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5s 2S1/2) 
A 1Σ+, c 3Σ+ 2(0+), 2(0-), 2(1) Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) 
B 1Π, b 3Π 3(0+), 3(0-), 3(1), 4(1), 1(2) Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) 
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In Hund’s case (a), both the molecular electronic orbital angular momentum L (= l1 + 

l2) and the electronic spin S (= s1 + s2) are strongly coupled to the internuclear axis (the 

subscripts denote the two atoms) 22,43. The spin-orbit coupling between S and L mediates 

the coupling of S to the internuclear axis (this coupling vanishes for L = 0 and the 

appropriate scheme is Hund’s case (b)). The projections of L and S on the internuclear 

axis are Λ  and Σ  respectively, while Ω = Λ +Σ  is the projection of the total electronic 

angular momentum. The electronic states are labeled as 2 1 /Σ+ + −Λ , where , , ,...Λ = Σ Π ∆  

depending on Lz = 0, 1, 2,… and the –/+ denotes whether or not the spatial electronic 

wave function changes sign upon reflection at any plane containing the internuclear axis. 

Hund’s case (a) is generally used to label electronic states when the internuclear 

separation (R) is small. 

Hund’s case (c) is used at large internuclear separation where the spin-orbit 

interaction between L and S dominates over their individual coupling to the internuclear 

axis. In this case Ω  is a good quantum number but Λ  and Σ  are not. The PA lines 

observed in this thesis are close to the dissociation limit and it is appropriate to use 

Hund’s case (c) to label these PA lines. The states are labeled n(Ωσ)43,44,95,96,97, where Ω  

is the projection of the total electronic angular momentum on the internuclear axis, σ = –

/+ (only for Ω  = 0 states) depending on whether or not the electronic wave function 

changes sign upon reflection at any plane containing the internuclear axis, and n is a 

number denoting the nth electronic state of a particular Ωσ.  

As shown in Figure 4.1b, there are three, almost identical, electronic states 

asymptotic to the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) asymptote. The potential energy curves of 

the three states, 2(0+), 2(0-) and 2(1), are almost identical since at such large internuclear 
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separations (R) the electronic potentials, 6
6( )V R C R= − , are almost entirely determined 

by the C6 coefficients which are very similar for the three electronic states88,89,90. 

Experimentally, however, it is possible to determine three distinct, although similar, C6 

coefficients for these states. There are five other electronic states, 3(0+), 3(0-), 3(1), 4(1) 

and 1(2), converging to the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote (i.e. the Rb D2 

asymptote). It has been predicted 88,89 that the 3(0+), 3(0-) and 3(1) have very similar C6 

coefficients, are almost indistinguishable and form a triad; while the 4(1) and 1(2) have 

very similar C6 coefficients, are almost indistinguishable and form a diad. Only these five 

states are relevant for PA near the D2 asymptote. For PA below the D1 asymptote, the 

transition strengths of the 3(0+), 3(0-), 3(1), 4(1) and 1(2) states are expected to be very 

weak and hence only the 2(0+), 2(0-) and 2(1) states need to be considered for PA below 

the D1 asymptote. We first consider the 2(0+), 2(0-) and 2(1) states in section 4.3 and then 

discuss the 3(0+), 3(0-), 3(1), 4(1) and 1(2) states in section 4.4. 

4.3 Photoassociation below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) asymptote 

The experimentally observed LiRb* PA resonances below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) 

asymptote are shown in Figure 4.2. The spectrum in Figure 4.2a is obtained by stitching 

together several short PA scans shown in Figures 4.2b-j. The detuning PA∆  of the PA 

laser is measured with respect to the frequency resν (= 377108.946 GHz) of the Rb (5s 

2S1/2, F = 2) → Rb (5p 2P1/2, F' = 2) transition i.e. PA PA resν ν∆ = − , where PAν  is the 

frequency of the PA laser. The detuning PA∆  is thus a measure of the binding energies 

(EB) of the respective ro-vibrational levels. The spectrum is obtained by scanning the 

frequency of the PA laser at around 1.9 MHz/s and with a peak intensity ~100 W/cm2. 
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The absolute accuracy in the measurement of PA line frequency is ~100 MHz, 

determined primarily by the accuracy (60 MHz) of the wavelength-meter used for these 

measurements. The relative accuracy of the frequency measurement and the frequency 

resolution are however much better. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) linewidth 

of the narrowest lines are found to be ~33 MHz, which is reasonable given the natural 

linewidth (~12 MHz) and the thermal broadening (~21 MHz) arising due the initial 

spread of collision energies at the temperature (1 mK) of a typical Li MOT. 

 

Figure 4.2. PA spectrum of LiRb* below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) 
asymptote measured using trap loss spectroscopy. (a) Compilation of all 
strong PA lines. (b-j) Zoom-in view showing the internal structures of the 
PA lines. The electronic states and vibrational levels (measured from the 
dissociation limit) are also indicated. 
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4.3.1 Assignment of spectra below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) asymptote 

In order to assign the spectra, we group the observed PA lines based on their structure 

and assign them to one of the three potentials. For example, the Ω = 1 state is expected to 

have hyperfine structure and we thus assign the lines with multiple structures to the 2(1) 

state 43,96,97. The Ω = 0 states, on the other hand, are expected to have no hyperfine 

structure (in the first order). Note that the 2(0-) state is found to have internal structure for 

the least bound levels but the structure decreases (and goes away) for more deeply bound 

levels. We believe that the structure in the loosely bound levels of the 2(0-) state is due to 

mixing with the nearby 2(1) state which lies very close to the 2(0-) state. For deeply 

bound levels, the 2(0-) and 2(1) states are well-separated, the mixing become negligible 

and the 2(0-) state has negligible internal structure as expected. The internal structure 

(which is attributed to the hyperfine structure) in the 2(1) state persists even for deeply 

bound levels, as expected. We distinguish between the 2(0+) and the 2(0-) states based on 

the fact that the 2(0-) state is expected to lie closer to the 2(1) state 95, but also note that 

their assignment may need to be inter-changed when more spectroscopic data become 

available. We assign the vibrational level v (v is measured from the asymptote such that v 

= 1 is the least bound level) for each electronic state such that it is consistent with the 

LeRoy-Bernstein (LRB) formula 98 as discussed later. We note that we observe only one 

rotational (J) level for each vibrational level, which, as discussed below, is somewhat 

unexpected. 

The angular momentum selection rules for the electric dipole allowed transitions are: 

ΔΩ = 0, ±1, ΔJ = 0, ±1, 0+↔0+, 0-↔0-, J ≥ Ω, ΔJ ≠ 0 if Ω = 0 for both states and J = 0 → 

J = 0 transitions are not allowed 43,96,97. There are three possible electronic potentials, 
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1(0+), 1(0-) and 1(1), along which collisions between ground state Li and Rb atoms can 

occur. These collisions are primarily s-wave (l = 0) collisions since the centrifugal barrier 

for all higher partial waves (l > 0) is high enough that the ultracold atoms do not have 

sufficient kinetic energy to overcome the barrier and come close enough for PA to occur. 

For example, we estimate the height of the p-wave (l = 1) centrifugal barrier at ~100 a0 to 

be ~1.9 mK using theoretical value of C6 (= 2500 a.u.) for the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5s 2S1/2) 

asymptote 89. This barrier is higher than the typical temperature (~1 mK) of the MOT. 

Note that the observed PA levels have outer turning points Rout in the range 30 – 44.6 a0 

(see below); so, in accordance with the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for the free-

bound transition, the internuclear distance between the colliding atoms must also be in 

the same 30 – 44.6 a0 range for PA to occur. The p-wave centrifugal barrier at ~100 a0 

inhibits atoms from getting close enough where PA occurs, restricting collisions 

primarily to l = 0 (s-wave). Thus, in accordance with the angular momentum selection 

rules mentioned above, the photoassociation of colliding (s-wave) Li and Rb atoms can 

lead to the formation of LiRb* molecules in the following states: Ω = 0+ (J = 0, 1, 2), Ω = 

0- (J = 0, 1, 2) and Ω = 1 (J = 1, 2). In light of the preceding discussion, it is expected that 

up to three rotational levels would be observed but we observe only one rotational level 

for each vibrational level. The absence of rotational structure is unexplained at present 

and makes our rotational assignment somewhat ambiguous. We assign J = 1 for all 

observed levels, against J = 0 or J = 2, taking into consideration the fact that there are at 

least twice as many allowed PA transitions from the 1(0+), 1(0-) and 1(1) collision 

channels that could lead to the formation of J = 1 molecules in the excited states. We 

have recently confirmed the assignment of J = 1 using Raman-type two-photon 
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photoassociation, the details of which are discussed in chapter 5. The assignments are 

reported in table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. The values of PA−∆  (in GHz) for which PA resonances are 
observed below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) asymptote. Also included 
is the assignment of the electronic states and the vibrational quantum 
numbers v (measured from dissociation limit). For vibrational levels with 
multiple internal structures, the frequency of line closest to the center of 
the spectrum is reported. We did not observe the next more deeply bound 
vibrational state probably due to weak Franck-Condon overlap with the 
scattering state. The least bound states (bound by less than 8 GHz) could 
not be observed because the PA laser, with frequency close to D1 
transition, strongly perturbed the operation of the Rb MOT. 

State v = 2 v = 3 v = 4 v = 5 
2(0+) 9.45 38.08 98.44  
2(0-)  15.48 51.08 119.23 
2(1)  16.28 52.56 121.44 

 

4.3.2 C6 coefficients for the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) asymptote  

As stated earlier, the electronic potentials at such large internuclear separations (R) are 

almost entirely determined by the C6 coefficients, which can be extracted using the 

LeRoy-Bernstein (LRB) formula 98: 

3
6 ( )v DD E A v v− = −      (4.1) 

where v is the vibrational quantum number (measured from the dissociation limit), vD is 

vibrational quantum number at dissociation such that 0 <  vD  < 1, ( )vD E− −  is the 

(negative) binding energy (EB), Ev is the energy of the vth vibrational level, D is the 

dissociation energy and 3 3 3/2 1/2
6 616 2 [ (2 3,1 2) ]A B Cπ µ=  . Here µ (= 6.48 atomic 

mass unit) is the reduced mass of 7Li85Rb and B is the Beta function [B(2/3, 1/2) = 

2.5871]. The experimentally measured quantity is PA∆  which is related to the binding 
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energy according to the relation ( )v rot PAD E E h− − = − ∆ , where 2[ ( 1) ]rot vE B J J= + −Ω  

is the rotational energy. We initially ignore the rotational energy and plot 

1/3 1/3( ) ( )PA vh D E− ∆ ≈ −  against v and, from a fit to equation (4.1), derive the values of 

vD and A6 (and hence C6). The fits for different electronic states are shown in Figure 4.3.  

In order to account for the rotational energy Erot, the following procedure is used. 

The electronic potential is written in the form 6
6( )V R C R= − , with the C6 coefficients 

derived above. At the outer turning point Rout of the vth vibrational level 

( )( )out v PAV R D E h= − − ≈ ∆ , which implies that ( )1/6
6out PAR C h≈ − ∆ ( Rout lies in the 

range 30 – 44.6 a0 depending on v). The rotational constant is then approximated as 

2 22v outB Rµ≈  and these values lie in the range 140 – 310 MHz depending on v.  The 

value of Erot is then calculated and the correction due to Erot is taken into account by 

plotting 1/3( )PA roth E− ∆ +  against v, and deriving a new set of the values of vD and A6 

(and hence C6). We find that the new set of values of vD and C6 are very close to the 

initial value and the values are reported in table 4.3. We also found that, the uncertainties 

(±1) in the assignment of J, as mentioned above, does not affect the values of vD and C6 

extracted and they lie within the quoted uncertainties. Table 4.3 also includes a 

comparison of the experimentally determined C6 coefficients and different theoretically 

calculated values. We find good agreement with the values reported in ref. 88 and 

reasonable agreement with ref. 89. The agreement with ref. 90 is not good because their 

calculations neglected the fine structure of atoms (that distinguishes the D1 and D2 

asymptotes). 
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Figure 4.3. The fit of experimentally observed PA frequencies to the LRB 
formula as described in the text. Note that the data points for the 2(0-) and 
2(1) states lie almost on top of each other. Also note that the slopes of all 
the curves are similar indicating that the C6 coefficients for all three 
electronic states are similar. 
 

Table 4.3. The values of C6 coefficients (in atomic units = Hartree/a0
6 ≈ 

0.957342 × 10-79 Jm6) for the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2) asymptote 
measured experimentally in this work, and a comparison with three 
different theoretical predictions. The superscripts and subscripts on the 
experimental values indicate the uncertainties that arise when J is changed 
by ±1. The experimentally determined values of vD are also included. 

State This work Ref. 88 Ref. 89 Ref. 90 
C6 vD C6 C6 C6 

2(0+) 600
30011335+−   0.288 13900 16072 1,3Σ+ : 

26744 
1,3Π : 
9431 

2(0-) 540
27013470+−   0.927 13900 16071 

2(1) 535
13513730+−   0.893 13900 16071 

 
 

4.4 Photoassociation below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote 

A part of the experimentally observed PA spectrum below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) 

asymptote is shown in Figure 4.4. The detuning PA∆  is measured with respect to the 

frequency resν (= 384232.157 GHz) of the Rb (5s 2S1/2, F = 2) → Rb (5p 2P3/2, F' = 3) 

transition, i.e. PA PA resν ν∆ = − , where PAν  is the frequency of the PA laser. The detuning 
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PA∆  is thus a measure of the binding energy (EB) of the respective vibrational levels. For 

the spectrum shown in Figure 4.4, the frequency of the PA laser was scanned slowly at 10 

MHz/s and the average intensity of the PA beam was 70 W/cm2. The full spectrum in 

Figure 4.4 was obtained by stitching together several short 4 GHz scans. Figures 4.5 and 

4.6 show the zoom in on each observed PA peak so that the internal structure in the lines 

can be appreciated (these spectra were taken at different PA intensities and different scan 

speeds and hence the PA line strengths in different panels should not be directly 

compared).  

 

Figure 4.4. PA spectra of LiRb below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) 
asymptote obtained using trap loss spectroscopy. The filled circles, open 
circles, open rhombus and filled rhombus indicate lines belonging to the 
4(1), 3(0+), α  and β states, respectively, while the numbers indicate the 
vibrational level v measured from the dissociation limit (see text for 
details). 

 

4.4.1 Assignment of spectra below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote  

We assign the PA spectra below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote using the 

same method discussed in section 4.3. We assign the relatively wide (~ 250 MHz) PA 

lines to 3(0+), J = 1 since (i) the linewidth of 3(0+) resonances are expected to be large 

because the 3(0+) state, which correlates to the b 3Π – A 1Σ+ complex at small internuclear 
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Figure 4.5. The PA spectra of all the 4(1) states observed in this thesis. 
The vibrational number v (measured from dissociation) is also labeled.  
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Figure 4.6. PA spectra for the 3(0+) state (open circles), the α  state (open 
rhombus) and β  state (filled rhombus). In panel (a), the weaker peak ~ 
800 MHz to right of the main peak arises from collision along the the Li 
(2s 2S1/2, F = 1) + Rb (5s 2S1/2, F = 2) channel due to imperfect hyperfine 
repumping in the Li MOT.  
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distances, could undergo predissociation 95 due to the avoided crossing 60  between the b 

3Π and A 1Σ+ states, (ii) they are expected to have no hyperfine structure, and (iii) they fit 

the expected line positions of the triad potential quite well as discussed in details below. 

We assign the lines with multiple resolved hyperfine splitting to 4(1), J = 1 since (i) the 

hyperfine splitting is expected to be the largest for these lines 99 and (ii) they fit the diad 

potential quite well. There are some other PA lines which follow a LRB trend but we are 

unable to assign them accurately. We label them as α  and β  instead. The assignments 

are reported in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4. The values of PA−∆  (in GHz) for which PA lines are observed 
below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote. Also included are the 
assignments of the electronic states and the vibrational quantum numbers v 
(measured from dissociation limit). 

State v = 2 v = 3 v = 4 v = 5 v = 6 
4(1) 7.91 36.06 97.61 205.52 373.07 
3(0+)  15.08 47.03 106.76  
α   9.62 40.69 105.36   
β   10.75 42.36 107.50   

 

4.4.2 C6 coefficients for the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote 

The C6 coefficients for Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote are found using the LeRoy-

Bernstein (LRB) formula as discussed in section 4.3. The fit to the LRB formula is shown 

in Figure 4.7 and the values of the C6 coefficients for the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) 

asymptote are reported in Table 4.5. It is interesting to note that we find three states, α , 

β  and 4(1), have similar and lower C6 coefficients of ~10000 a.u.. This is contrary to 

theory 88,89 where only two states, 4(1) and 1(2), have C6 coefficients of ~ 10000 a.u. 

while three states, 3(0+), 3(0-) and 3(1), have C6 coefficients of ~ 20000 a.u..  
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Note added just before the thesis was submitted: It was later realized, using a more 

rigorous calculation of the rotational constants, that the α  and β  lines could be due to 

the J = 2 and J = 1 levels of the 4(1) state, respectively. The values of C6 coefficient and 

vD are determined to be 10190 a.u. and 0.244, respectively. This would also imply that 

the state labeled 4(1) in Figure 4.5 (and in the rest of the thesis) is actually the 1(2) state 

with J = 2. Most of the discussions in the thesis would be unaffected by this change.       

 

Figure 4.7. The fit to the LRB formula that is used to extract the C6 
coefficients from the experimentally measured PA line positions. The data 
points and fits for the states α , β  and 4(1) lie almost on top of each other. 

  
Table 4.5. The values of C6 coefficients (in atomic units) for the Li (2s 
2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote measured experimentally in this work, and 
a comparison with three different theoretical predictions. The superscripts 
and subscripts on the experimental values indicate the uncertainties that 
arise when J is changed by ±1. The experimentally determined values of 
vD are also included. 

State This work Ref. 88 Ref. 89 Ref. 90 
C6 vD C6 C6 C6 

4(1) 340
1708910+−   0.444 9205 11308 1,3Σ+ : 

26744 
 

1,3Π : 
9431 

3(0+) 940
47020160+−   0.801 20670 24980 

α   500
2509110+−   0.334 9205  

or 
20670 

11308  
or 

24980 
β   520

26010180+−  0.243 
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4.5 Strength of photoassociation transitions 

The strength S ( 1/2 .I b d e sc∝


 ) of PA transitions at a fixed PA laser intensity I is 

mainly driven by the Franck-Condon (FC) overlap 43, i.e. the overlap of the wave 

function of the excited electronic state b  with that of the scattering state of two free 

atoms sc  . As shown schematically in Figure 4.8, the amplitude of the wave function of 

the scattering state increases rapidly at higher inter-nuclear separation. Similarly, the 

wave function for a bound state molecule has the largest amplitude near the outer turning 

point (Rout) of the excited state potential. Because of the rapid oscillatory behavior of the 

wave functions at small inter-nuclear distances, the FC overlap and hence the strength of 

PA is predominantly determined by the overlap near the last lobe of the excited state 

wave function i.e. near the outer turning point of the excited state potential. Clearly, good 

PA strength is expected for high lying vibrational levels of the excited state for which the 

outer turning points lie at large inter-nuclear separations.  

 

Figure 4.8. Schematic representation of the initial low-energy scattering 
radial wave function and the final bound vibrational wave function. 
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All the PA levels reported in this thesis have outer turning point at large inter-nuclear 

separation (R) for which the electronic potentials are determined primarily by the C6 

coefficients i.e. 6
6( )V R C R= − . It was shown theoretically 100 that the free-bound FC 

overlap for these loosely bound states is proportional to ( )3/49/4
6Cµ , where µ  is the 

reduced mass of the molecule. Among heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules, LiRb has 

relatively small values of µ  and C6 and thus the strength of PA transitions in LiRb is 

expected to be small compared to most other heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules (Figure 

4.9). A later theoretical calculation101 reported that the PA rates of different heteronuclear 

bi-alkali molecules differ by a factor of ~5 and not by a factor of 100 or more as reported 

in ref. 100. The theoretically calculated PA rates of ref. 101 are shown in Figure 4.10. In 

our experiment, we find that the PA rate in LiRb is actually the highest among all 

reported values for heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules, suggesting that the full quantum 

mechanical numerical calculations of ref. 101 better describe the PA process.   

 

Figure 4.9. The relative values of Franck-Condon factors for heteronuclear 
photoassociation transitions at long range calculated based on reflection 
approximation. These calculations deviate significantly from experimental 
observations for LiRb. The figure is adapted from ref. 100. 
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Figure 4.10. Rescaled PA rates (when atoms collide along the X 1Σ+ 
potential) for (a) Cs compounds and (b) Rb compounds, for the X 1Σ+ → 
0+ (A 1Σ+) transition as a function of the detuning of the PA laser below 
the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P1/2)  or analogous asymptotes. Single channel 
calculations and coupled channel calculations (with spin-orbit coupling 
included) resulted in similar PA rates. The figure is adapted from ref. 101. 

 

4.6 Measurement of photoassociation rate in LiRb 

We measure the photoassociation rate (∝  PA strength S × atomic density n) from the 

time evolution of the number of atoms in the Li MOT when the resonant PA beam is 

shone on the MOT. We focus our attention to the strongest PA line, the v = 3 level of the 

3(0+) state) at ΔPA = -15.08 GHz (νPA = 384217.07 GHz) with respect to the Li (2s 2S1/2) + 

Rb (5p 2P3/2) asymptote, for which we observe 70% losses in the Li MOT. In Figure 4.11 

we show the time evolution of the number of atoms in the Li MOT when the resonant PA 

beam, with different average intensities (some of which saturate the transition, see below), 
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is turned on at t = 0. From the initial slope of the curve, we determine that 3.5×107 Li 

atoms are lost per second. This implies a LiRb* production rate (PLiRb) of 3.5×107 s-1, 

which is among the highest observed for heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules. When 

comparing the PA rates of different species, it is often more instructive to compare the 

PA rate per atom. For LiRb, the maximum value we observe is 0.35 s-1 per atom. This 

can be compared with the experimentally measured value of ~ 0.38 s-1 per atom for RbCs 

(below the Rb (5s 2S1/2) + Cs (6p 2P1/2) asymptote) and 0.07 s-1 per atom for LiK (below 

the Li (2s 2S1/2) + K (4p 2P3/2) asymptote). The observed PA rate for LiRb is comparable 

to RbCs which is contrary to the prediction of ref. 100 (Figure 4.9). We also note that the 

PA rates for strongest lines of the 4(1) or the unassigned states of LiRb are comparable 

(within a factor of 2) to that of the v = 3 level of the 3(0+) state, as is evident from the 

relative intensity of the PA lines in Figure 4.4. 

We also measured the PA rate for the strongest line below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 

2P1/2) asymptote, the v = 3 level of the 2(0+) state. We found PLiRb ~ 107 s-1 and the 

corresponding value per atom to be ~ 0.2 s-1 per atoms (due lower PA laser intensity 

available at the time of the experiment, the transition was not completely saturated). We 

see that the PA rate is again comparable to RbCs. In ref. 101, the authors calculated the 

relative PA rates for several molecules below the 2S1/2 + 2P1/2 asymptotes. According to 

ref. 101, the PA rates for LiRb and RbCs are expected to be comparable which is in 

decent, but not perfect, agreement with experiments. We believe that calculations with 

experimentally determined potentials may improve the agreement between theory and 

experiments. 
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We calculate the PA rate coefficient KPA which, for a small Li MOT immersed in a 

larger Rb MOT, is simply given by: ( )PA LiRb Rb LiK P n N= . For the measurement of KPA, 

we thus intentionally load a much smaller Li MOT inside a large Rb MOT (such that the 

Li MOT is completely immersed in the Rb MOT). Using the values of PLiRb, NLi and nRb, 

we then calculate the PA rate coefficient KPA for the strongest PA lines near the D1 and 

D2 asymptotes. The maximum value that we obtain is KPA = 1.3×10-10 cm3/s for the v = 3 

level of the 3(0+) state. The value of KPA is accurate to within 50%, the major uncertainty 

coming from the determination of nRb (note that the uncertainties in the measurement of 

NLi cancel out). We also observe the saturation of PLiRb, and hence KPA, for PA laser 

intensities exceeding 60 W/cm2 (Figure 4.11). For this level, we quote a saturated PA rate 

coefficient KPA of 1.3(7)×10-10 cm3/s. 

This value can be compared to the predicted theoretical value at the unitarity limit 

where the scattering matrix element becomes unity 43,103,104: 

2 2 3 10 3
, 2 2.1 10 cm sPA unitarity rel BK k k Tπυ π µ −= = = × , 

where 8rel Bk Tυ πµ=  is average relative velocity of the atoms, 22 Bk k Tµ=  , μ is 

the reduced mass and T = 1 mK is the temperature of the Li atoms. Given the uncertainty 

in the values of nRb and T, we consider that the agreement between experiment and theory 

is excellent. We note that we performed a similar analysis for PA of 85Rb2 we measured 

and found good agreement with theory 103 and with previous experimental reports. 

This is the first time that unitarity limited saturation of KPA has been observed for 

heternuclear polar molecules. This has important implications, for example, in the 

observation of atom-molecule oscillations and in coherent control (which often requires 
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Figure 4.11. (a) The evolution of the atom number NLi in the Li MOT 
when the on resonance PA light (νPA = 384217.07 GHz, for the v = 3 level 
of the 3(0+) state) is turned on at t = 0. The LiRb* production rate (PLiRb) is 
estimated from the slope near t = 0. The saturation of PLiRb is clearly 
visible for intensities (I) beyond 60 W/cm2. (b) The PA rate coefficient 
(KPA) as a function of the average PA laser intensity. The rate starts to 
saturate beyond 60 W/cm2. The dotted line is a linear fit of KPA in the low-
intensity regime with a slope 2×10-12 (cm3/s)/(W/cm2). The solid line is a 
fit of KPA to the equation102 ,max4 / (1 / )PA PA satK K I I= +  with KPA,max = 
1.6(±0.5)×10-10 cm3/s and Isat = 300±100 W/cm2. (c) Comparison of PA 
rate coefficient KPA of different polar molecules. The left (dark color, exp) 
bars denote the maximum experimentally observed values of KPA while 
the right (light color, th) bars denote the theoretical values at the unitarity 
limit at the temperatures indicated. Even at a relatively high temperature, 
the KPA for LiRb is the highest and is close to the theoretical prediction of 
the unitarity limit. 
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understanding the strongly driven regime). In Figure 4.11c we plot the maximum 

observed KPA values for different polar molecules along with the theoretical values at the 

unitarity limit.  It is seen that the experimentally observed KPA value for LiRb is higher 

than all species so far and approaches the unitarity limit. We note that KPA can be further 

increased by lowering T.  It is also seen that for most other species the experimental 

maximum values differ substantially from the values at the unitarity limit. Moreover, the 

measured KPA values for LiCs 105 and NaCs 106 have large error bars and are only accurate 

within a factor of 10. The error bars are large in those measurements because the 

measurements were performed using Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon Ionization 

(REMPI) for which it is difficult to calibrate the ionization, ion collection and detection 

efficiencies. No PA-induced trap loss could be observed in LiCs and NaCs, possibly 

indicating that the PA rates are much lower than LiRb. PA induced trap loss was 

observed in RbCs 107 and LiK 96 but the PA rate coefficients were significantly lower. In 

this regard, LiRb is a welcome exception with very high PA rate and the observation of 

PA-induced trap loss allows relatively precise determination of the PA rate coefficient 

KPA.  

4.7 Prediction of ground state molecule formation 

We observe a very high LiRb* molecule production rate (PLiRb) of 3.5×107 s-1 for the v = 

3 level of the 3(0+) state, while the rates for the strongest PA lines in other electronic 

states are comparable (within a factor of two). Assuming that a small fraction of the 

LiRb* molecules would spontaneously decay to electronic ground state LiRb molecules, 

this amounts to a substantial production rate of LiRb molecules in the electronic ground 
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state. For example, the observed v = 6 level of the 4(1) state has outer turning point Rout at 

~ 23.2 a0 and from theory 59,60 the inner turning point Rin is ~ 5.7 a0. A vertically 

downward transition at Rin would create X 1Σ+ (v" ~ 5) molecules which also have Rin  ~ 

5.7 a0 (v" and vʹ denote vibrational quantum numbers measured from the bottom of the 

ground and excited state potentials respectively). The actual branching ratio can be 

measured using REMPI and, in fact, from our previous spectroscopy work 57, we find that 

the B1Π (v' = 13) state is a promising intermediate state for the detection of LiRb 

molecules produced in the X 1Σ+ (v" ~ 5) state. Efforts in this direction have already 

started in our laboratory. In the rest of this section, we argue that LiRb molecules in the X 

1Σ+ (v" = 0) state can be efficiently formed by photoassociating to the levels of the 4(1) 

state observed in this thesis. We further argue that one may not gain anything in terms of 

ground state molecule formation rate by photoassociating to more deeply bound levels, 

unless there is resonant coupling or mixing between different electronic states. 

The efficient production of ground X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state molecules requires the 

following properties of the photo-associated state in the electronically excited potential: 

(i) the outer turning point should be at large inter-nuclear separation and (ii) the inner 

turning point should be at the same inter-nuclear distance as the equilibrium inter-nuclear 

distance Req (= 6.55 a0) of the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state. Unfortunately, in LiRb these two 

requirements are not simultaneously fulfilled by any level, although there are numerous 

excited electronic states which satisfy one of these requirements. As an example, two 

states which fulfill the second requirement quite well are: (a) v' ~ 15 level of the C 1Σ+ 

state and (b) v' = 2 and v' = 3 levels of the B 1Π state, as discussed in section 2.5. 
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However, the strength of the PA transition to these levels are quite low, decreasing the 

efficiency with which LiRb molecules in the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state can be created.  

In order to find the most efficient pathway for the creation of ground state molecules 

it is instructive to compare the product (η ) of the following two quantities: (i) the 

strength of the PA transition, which is determined by the free-bound FC overlap between 

the wave function of the scattering state and the wave function of the PA level, and (ii) 

the strength of spontaneous emission from the PA level to different vibrational levels of 

the ground state, which is determined by the bound-bound FC overlap (Figures 4.12 and 

4.13).  

 

Figure 4.12. Top panel: The wave function of the scattering state. The red 
line is for scattering along the X 1Σ+ potential and the black line is for 
scattering along the a 3Σ+ potential. Bottom panel: The wave function for 
different vibrational levels (v') of the B 1Π state. All level shown in this 
figure, except v' = 20, have been observed experimentally using PA. 
Calculation and figure courtesy: Jesús Pérez-Ríos. 
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Figure 4.13. (a) The free-bound FC overlap between the scattering state 
(scattering along the X 1Σ+ and the a 3Σ+ potentials) and the different 
vibrational levels (v') of the B 1Π state. (b) Bound-bound FC overlap 
between different vibrational levels (v') of the B 1Π state and the different 
vibrational levels (vʺ) of the X 1Σ+ state (plotted along the abscissa). We 
note that the calculation is in qualitative agreement with our LIF data for 
v' = 20. (c) The plot of molecule production efficiency η  in different 
vibrational levels (vʺ) of the X 1Σ+ state for PA to a few different 
vibrational levels (v') of the B 1Π state, assuming that atoms collide along 
the X 1Σ+ potential. Calculation and figure courtesy: Jesús Pérez-Ríos. 

 

In Figure 4.13c we plot the product η  for PA to the v' = 20, 24, 35 and 36 levels of 

the B 1Π state which corresponds to the v = 18, 14, 3 and 2 levels (counted from the 

asymptote) of the 4(1) state at large internuclear separations (note that v = 3 is the 

strongest experimentally observed PA line of the 4(1) state which corresponds to the v' = 

35 of the B 1Π state). The numbers along the abscissa of Figure 4.13c denote the 

vibrational levels v" of the X 1Σ+ state, while along the axis we plot the values of η  which 

is a measure of the efficiency with which molecules are produced in the respective v" 
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levels. It is seen that the value of η  is higher for loosely bound PA levels. This indicates 

that photoassociating to a loosely bound level followed by spontaneous emission leads to 

higher rate of formation of ground X 1Σ+ state molecules. However, very few molecules 

are produced in the v" = 0 level of the X 1Σ+ state. 

In order to roughly estimate the ground state molecule formation rate let’s choose PA 

to v = 3 level of the 4(1) state. For this line, we experimentally determined the excited 

state LiRb* formation rate to be ~ 2×107 s-1.  Some of these LiRb* molecules would 

dissociate to form free Li and Rb atoms but some spontaneously emit a photon to form 

LiRb molecules in the ground X 1Σ+ state (indeed, we have observed these electronic 

ground state molecules using REMPI). Assuming that 20% of the LiRb* molecules 

spontaneously emit to form molecules in different v" levels of the ground X 1Σ+ state, we 

estimate that ~ 4×106 s-1 ground state molecules are formed (this assumption leads to the 

largest uncertainty in the estimate). Among these, around 45% would populate the v" = 

52 level and around 0.35% would populate the v" = 4 levels (estimated from FC overlaps), 

leading to formation of ~ 1.8×106 and ~ 1.4×104 molecules per second in the v" = 52 and 

v" = 4 levels respectively.  

The molecules in v" = 4 level can be transferred to v" = 0 level by exciting the 

molecules in the v" = 4 level to the v' = 2 of the B 1Π state (Figure 4.14a). Around 25% of 

the molecules in the v' = 2 of the B 1Π state would decay to v" = 0 level of the X 1Σ+ state 

(see section 2.5), producing ~ 3.5×103 molecules per second in the v" = 0 level of the X 

1Σ+ state. The estimate is made assuming that only ~5×107 Li/Rb atoms are trapped in the 

MOT. It is relatively easy to increase the number of trapped atoms in the MOT by a 

factor of ten (we have done this in our apparatus too). This would increase the ground X 
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1Σ+ (v" = 0) state molecule formation rate to 3.5×104 s-1, which is extremely promising 

for future experiments. 

 

Figure 4.14. The schemes that can be used to transfer LiRb molecules to 
the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state. (a) Scheme involving PA followed by spontaneous 
emission (SE) only. (b) Scheme involving PA followed by SE, followed 
by STIRAP. See text for details.  

 

The overall efficiency is much higher if the LiRb molecules are transferred to the X 

1Σ+ (v" = 0) state by more sophisticated techniques like STIRAP 108,109. It is especially 

impressive if the 1.8×106 molecules produced per second in the v" = 52 level are 

transferred to the v" = 0 level of the X 1Σ+ state (Figure 4.14b). Preliminary theoretical 

estimates indicate that this is certainly feasible (with the vʹ = 20 level of the B 1Π state 

being used as the intermediate state for the state transfer). Even if the STIRAP efficiency 

is relatively low (~50%), we expect that ~106 molecules produced per second in the v" = 

0 level of the X 1Σ+ state which is unprecedented among bi-alkali molecules.  

I would like to note that the scheme can also be used with PA below the Li (2s 2S1/2) 

+ Rb (5p 2P1/2) asymptote. The benefit of using PA below this asymptote is that these 
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lines do not undergo predissociation and it is thus expected that more ground state 

molecules are formed by spontaneous emission. As explained in the next chapter, we 

have observed using 2-photon PA that these excited state molecules have good FC 

overlap with ground state molecules. As an example, we observed that the v = 4 level of 

the 2(0+) state has good overlap with the v" = 51 level of the X 1Σ+ state. Thus, a large 

fraction of the molecules photoassociated to the v = 4 level of the 2(0+) state would 

spontaneously decay to the v" = 51 level of the X 1Σ+ state. These molecules can be 

transferred to the v" = 0 level of the X 1Σ+ state via STIRAP (with the vʹ = 20 level of the 

B 1Π state as the intermediate state for the state transfer). 
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CHAPTER 5.  TWO-PHOTON PHOTOASSOCIATION 

In this chapter, I will discuss some results on Raman-type 2-photon photoassociation 

which provide very useful spectroscopic information on the least bound states of the X 

1Σ+ and the a 3Σ+ potentials. Such experiments have been performed previously on 

homonuclear bi-alkali molecules 110,111 but, to the best of our knowledge, have not been 

performed on heteronuclear bi-alkali molecules.  

5.1 Two-photon photoassociation scheme     

The scheme used for Raman-type 2-photon PA is shown in Figure 5.1. The experiment is 

performed in the dual-species MOT apparatus for simultaneous cooling and trapping of 

7Li and 85Rb described in Chapter 3. The PA laser, with frequency PAν , is tuned to a PA 

transition corresponding to a the bound vibrational level (vʹ) below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb 

(5p 2P1/2) asymptote of the  LiRb* molecule (* indicates electronically excited state). As 

described in Chapter 4, this leads to trap loss and a reduction in the number of atoms 

trapped in the MOTs. The frequency Rν  of a second laser, called the Raman laser, is 

scanned across a bound-bound transition between the vibrational level (vʹ) of the LiRb* 

molecule and the vibrational level (vʺ) of the ground-state LiRb molecule. When the 

frequency Rν  of the Raman laser is resonant with the bound-bound transition, it induces 

strong coupling between the two levels and causes shifts and splitting in their energies, a 
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phenomenon commonly known as the Autler-Townes splitting. Due to the shift in the 

energy of the vʹ level of the LiRb* molecule, the PA laser is no longer resonant with the 

free-bound transition and the atom loss due to PA is suppressed resulting in an increase 

of the MOT fluorescence which is detected using a photodiode. The frequency difference 

( )R PAν ν ν∆ = −  between the Raman and the PA laser is a measure of the binding energy 

(EB) of the vʺ level of the electronic ground-state LiRb molecule.  

 

Figure 5.1. Scheme used for Raman-type 2-photon PA. The frequency 
PAν  of the PA laser is held fixed at a free-bound PA transition which 

induces atom losses. The frequency Rν  of the Raman laser is scanned 
across a bound-bound transition. When the frequency Rν  is resonant with a 
bound-bound transition, the PA-induced atom losses are suppressed and an 
increase in MOT fluorescence is seen.    

 

The strength of electronic transitions in molecules is determined to a large extent by 

the Franck-Condon overlap between the wave functions of the two levels involved. The 

strength of free-bound PA transition is the highest for the least bound vibrational levels 

(vʹ) of the LiRb* molecule which have outer turning points at large internuclear 

separations. If such a loosely bound vʹ level is used in the Raman-type 2-photon PA 
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scheme, then the bound-bound transition is the strongest when the ground state vʺ level 

also has outer turning point at large internuclear separation. This makes Raman-type 2-

photon PA a very useful and attractive scheme for the observation of the least bound 

vibrational levels of the X 1Σ+ and a 3Σ+ state which are difficult to observe in traditional 

laser spectroscopy on hot vapor phase molecules (Chapter 2). 

5.2 Experiments and Results 

We use a homemade external cavity diode laser (ECDL) as our PA laser. The output 

optical power is ~120 mW and the beam is collimated to a diameter of ~ 1mm (the beam 

shape is asymmetric, so it is difficult to quote the intensity accurately). The ECDL is 

locked to a Fabry-Perot cavity which keeps the frequency of the ECDL stable within ±5 

MHz. When the frequency of the ECDL is tuned to a PA resonance, it reduces the Li 

MOT atom number. In Figure 5.2a we show the 1-photon PA spectrum of the vʹ = 4 level 

of the 2(1) state when the PA laser is scanned in the absence of the Raman laser (in this 

chapter, vʹ denotes the vibrational level of LiRb* measured from the dissociation limit). 

Note that this spectrum was taken with a Ti:Sapphire laser with higher optical power and 

hence the PA-induced loss is higher (Figure 5.2a is the same as figure 4.2g.) For the 

Raman-type 2-photon PA, the frequency of the PA laser is fixed at the center of the PA 

peak inducing ~20% reduction in the atom number (as inferred from the Li MOT 

fluorescence). Our Raman laser is a Ti:sapphire laser with a maximum output power ~ 

400 mW and a beam diameter of ~ 1mm.  It co-propagates along the PA laser albeit with 

orthogonal linear polarization. The frequency of the Raman laser is scanned in order to 

obtain the Raman-type 2-photon PA spectra. In Figure 5.2b, we plot the fluorescence of 
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the Li MOT as a function of ( )R PAν ν ν∆ = − . An increase in the Li MOT fluorescence is 

seen whenever the Raman laser is resonant with a bound-bound transition. The observed 

2-photon PA resonances are labeled with Greek alphabets since complete assignments of 

the peaks have not been performed yet. The decrease in fluorescence at ν∆  ~ ±3 GHz 

(ground state hyperfine splitting of 85Rb) is an artifact and is not related to LiRb 

molecules. It occurs because the PA and the Raman laser together transfer, via a Raman 

transition, the trapped Rb atoms from the lower F = 2 hyperfine level to the upper F = 3 

hyperfine level of the 5s 2S1/2 state. This disrupts the operation of the dark MOT by 

putting the Rb atoms in the cycling 5s 2S1/2 (F = 3) → 5p 2P3/2 (F' = 4) transition i.e. 

essentially turns it to a bright MOT (or nearly so). We have seen in a previous study 

(Chapter 3) that a bright Rb MOT leads to severe losses in the Li MOT atom number due 

to light assisted interspecies collisions, explaining the origin of these features. The 

decrease in fluorescence at ν∆  ~ 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.7 GHz is due to 1-photon PA 

transitions induced by the Raman laser.  

 

Figure 5.2. (a) 1-photon PA spectrum below the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 
2P1/2) asymptote (this figure is the same as figure 4.2g). The frequency of 
the ECDL is locked to the PA resonance indicated by the arrow. (b) 2-
photon PA spectra when the frequency of the Raman laser is scanned, with 
the ECDL locked to the PA line indicated by the arrow in (a).       
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We now discuss preliminary assignments for some of the observed resonances based 

on comparison with theoretical calculations noting that these assignments may need to be 

changed in future. In the Raman-type 2-photon PA spectra, only the rotational levels Nʺ = 

0 and Nʺ = 2 are visible, where Nʺ is the nuclear rotational quantum number for the 

bound ground state molecule. This is because of the selection rule 

( ) 0, 2scN N N′′∆ = − = ±  for such 2-photon transitions, where Nsc = 0 is nuclear rotational 

quantum number for the scattering state (Nsc = 0 is justified because only s-wave 

scattering is possible at the temperature of the MOT 112). Also note that the X 1Σ+ and the 

a 3Σ+ potentials have four hyperfine components each. Near the dissociation threshold, 

these correspond to the Li (2s, F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 2), Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 2), Li 

(2s, F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 3) and Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 3) channels. The differences 

in the energy of these channels correspond to the atomic hyperfine splitting, as shown in 

Figure 5.1. In our experiment the free Li and Rb atoms collide mainly along the Li (2s, F 

= 2) + Rb (5s, F = 2) channel and let us first assume that the bound X 1Σ+ and the a 

3Σ+states observed in 2-photon PA also belong to the same hyperfine channel (in a later 

discussion we relax this assumption). In order to assign the observed spectra, we compare 

the observed line positions with those calculated using the potential energy curves 55 for 

the X 1Σ+ and a 3Σ+ states. The X 1Σ+ state is expected to have 53 vibrational states (vʺ = 

0–52); the binding energies of X 1Σ+ (vʺ = 52, Nʺ = 0) and X 1Σ+ (vʺ = 51, Nʺ = 0) levels 

being 0.42 GHz and 13.93 GHz respectively. The binding energy of the X 1Σ+ (vʺ = 51, 

Nʺ = 2) is expected to be 11.56 GHz i.e. the Nʺ = 0 and the Nʺ = 2 levels of the vʺ = 51 

level are expected to be separated by 2.37 GHz. The lines labeled θ  and κ  are separated 

by 2.40 GHz and their line positions are also very close to those expected from the 
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calculation. We thus assign the lines θ  and κ  to the X 1Σ+ (vʺ = 51, Nʺ = 2) and X 1Σ+ (vʺ 

= 51, Nʺ = 0) levels respectively. The a 3Σ+ state is expected to have 15 vibrational states 

(vʺ = 0–14); the binding energies of a 3Σ+ (vʺ = 14, Nʺ = 0) and a 3Σ+ (vʺ = 13, Nʺ = 0) 

levels being 3.93 GHz and 33 GHz respectively. The binding energy of the a 3Σ+ (vʺ = 14, 

Nʺ = 2) is expected to be 2.35 GHz i.e. the Nʺ = 0 and the Nʺ = 2 levels of the vʺ = 14 

level are expected to be separated by 1.58 GHz. The lines labeled ζ  and η  are separated 

by ~1.55 GHz (although there is some experimental uncertainty in the measurement of 

ζ ) and their line positions are also close to those expected from the calculation. We thus 

assign the lines ζ  and η  to the a 3Σ+ (vʺ = 14, Nʺ = 2) and a 3Σ+ (vʺ = 14, Nʺ = 0) levels, 

respectively.                    

We repeated the 2-photon PA measurements for different 1-photon PA transitions. 

This was done because of the following reasons:  (i) to verify that the 2-photon 

resonances, or at least some of them depending on the selection rules and Franck-Condon 

(FC) overlap (see points iii and iv), can be reproduced for other 1-photon PA transitions, 

(ii) to verify that the Raman laser couples the photoassociated level to the ground 

electronic state and not to a more highly excited electronic state (in case of the latter, the 

2-photon resonances would not be observed at the same frequencies on choosing a 

different PA transition), (iii) there are two electronic ground states, the spin singlet X 1Σ+ 

state and the spin triplet a 3Σ+ state, which, in absence of singlet-triplet mixing, can 

couple only to singlet and triplet PA levels respectively. Thus, in order to observe both 

the X 1Σ+ and the a 3Σ+ states, different PA levels need to be chosen (in reality, some 

singlet-triplet mixing does exist making this selection rule somewhat relaxed), and (iv) 

different PA levels have outer turning points at different internuclear separations (~ 30 – 
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45 a0 for the PA levels considered here) and the FC overlap with the vibrational levels of 

the ground electronic state will be different for different PA lines. It is expected that more 

deeply bound PA levels will have better FC overlap with more deeply bound levels of the 

ground state. This limits the number of ground state levels that can be observed for a 

particular PA level. The most deeply bound ground state level we observed has a binding 

energy of 12.4 GHz. Using the theoretically value for the C6 coefficient for the ground 

state, we estimate that the outer turning point of this level is ~ 33 a0, consistent with the 

expectation based on the outer turning point (~ 30 a0) of the most deeply bound PA level 

used in the study.  

 
Table 5.1. List of the 2-photon PA resonances observed and the values of 
ν∆ . The left most column contains the PA level that was used for the 

Raman-type 2-photon PA scheme while the observed resonances are in the 
subsequent columns. The frequencies are in GHz.  

PA level α  β  γ  δ  ε  ζ  η  θ  κ   
2(0+), vʹ = 2, 
ΔPA = -9.45 -0.63 -0.31 0.96  1.51 3.1    

2(1), vʹ = 3, 
ΔPA = -15.93  -0.31 0.98  1.53 3.1  10.00  

2(0+), vʹ = 3, 
ΔPA = -38.08 -0.59 -0.30 1.01  1.60   10.01  

2(0-), vʹ = 4, 
ΔPA = -51.08  -0.31    3.23  10.04  

2(1), vʹ = 4, 
ΔPA = -52.81 -0.64   1.26 1.52 3.2 4.56 10.01 12.40 

2(0+), vʹ = 4, 
ΔPA = -98.44  -0.33      10.04 12.44 

   

In table 5.1 we list all the PA levels for which Raman-type 2-photon PA studies were 

performed along with the corresponding 2-photon resonances observed. We have been 

conservative in listing only levels which are significantly above the noise due to 
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background fluctuations and which are easily reproduced in different scans. Also note 

that the frequency of peak ζ  cannot be accurately measured because the shape of the 

peak is complicated by the presence of the Li loss feature (due to excited Rb atoms) in 

the same spectral region. 

 

Figure 5.3. Schematic representation of the hyperfine manifolds in the 
scattering state and in the loosely bound levels of the X 1Σ+ and the a 3Σ+ 
states (see text for details). 

 

It is interesting to note that there are two lines, α  and β , which are located at 

negative ν∆ . These may arise due to bound states in hyperfine manifolds other than the 

Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 2) manifold of the X 1Σ+ and the a 3Σ+ states considered so far. 

As mentioned before, near the dissociation threshold the hyperfine manifolds are Li (2s, 

F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 2), Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 2), Li (2s, F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 3) 

and Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 3). The PA laser couples the free Li and Rb atoms, 

colliding mainly along the Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 2) channel, to one of the hyperfine 

components of the electronically excited molecular state (for this discussion, it is not 

necessary to know the assignment for the hyperfine level of electronically excited 

molecular state). The Raman laser can couple the electronically excited molecular state to 
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any of the hyperfine components of the X 1Σ+ and the a 3Σ+ states. For example, the line 

α  at 0.63ν∆ = − GHz could be a level with binding energy of 1.6 GHz corresponding to 

the Li (2s, F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 3) hyperfine component of the ground state potentials 

(Figure 5.3a). It could also be a level with binding energy of 2.41 GHz corresponding to a 

Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 3) hyperfine component (Figure 5.3a). Similarly, the line β  

at 0.31ν∆ = −  GHz could be a level with binding energy of 1.92 GHz or 2.73 GHz 

corresponding to the Li (2s, F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 3) or the Li (2s, F = 2) + Rb (5s, F = 3) 

hyperfine components, respectively (Figure 5.3b). The arguments also apply to lines at 

positive ν∆ . For example, the line γ  at ν∆  = 0.98 GHz could a level with a binding 

energy of 0.18 GHz corresponding to the Li (2s, F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 2) hyperfine 

component. The line ε  at ν∆  = 1.53 GHz could a level with a binding energy of 0.73 

GHz corresponding to the Li (2s, F = 1) + Rb (5s, F = 2) hyperfine component. Complete 

assignments of the lines require considerable theoretical input and, to this end, we are 

collaborating with Dr. Jesús Pérez-Ríos and Prof. Chris H. Greene. 
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CHAPTER 6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In this chapter, I will first report the production (using PA) and detection (using REMPI) 

of ultracold LiRb molecules in the electronic ground state. I will then discuss some 

pathways, different from the ones already discussed in section 4.7, for creating ultracold 

LiRb molecules in the ground X 1Σ+ (vʺ = 0) state. Finally, I will discuss some proof-of-

principle experiments on coherent control that can be performed in the apparatus.  

6.1 Production and detection of LiRb molecules in the electronic ground state 

The PA experiments described so far have relied on the trap-loss detection scheme. An 

alternative scheme is to detect the PA resonances by Resonance Enhanced Multi-Photon 

Ionization (REMPI) of the LiRb molecules formed by PA. All the electronic states 

observed using trap loss spectroscopy, except the 3(0+) state, have also been detected 

using REMPI (it is possible that the 3(0+) state could not be detected using REMPI 

because the LiRb* molecules formed in this state undergo predissociation). LiRb 

molecules in the electronic ground state (although in high vibrational levels) are produced 

by PA followed by spontaneous emission. These LiRb molecules are ionized to form 

LiRb+ ions, via a two photon process, with a Nd:YAG-pumped pulsed dye laser (pulse 

width 10 ns) operating in the 560-585 nm range. The LiRb+ ions are extracted using 

electric field plates and detected using the time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (MS) 

described in chapter 3. Ions of different species (Rb+, LiRb+, Li+ etc.) are differentiated  
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based on their time of flights T (T is proportional to m , where m is the mass of the ion). 

In general, it is difficult to resolve species with similar masses (like Rb+ and LiRb+). 

However, our TOF MS allows us to easily differentiate between Rb+ and LiRb+ ions 

(Figure 6.1) and it is seen that the relation 1.04LiRb Rb LiRb RbT T m m+ + + += =  is also 

well satisfied. The detection of LiRb+ ions also confirms that LiRb molecules in the 

electronic ground state are indeed being created by PA followed by spontaneous emission. 

More details about REMPI can be found in the theses of Adeel Altaf and John Lorenz. 

 

Figure 6.1. (a) The REMPI scheme used to detect ultracold LiRb 
molecules produced in the electronic ground state. (b) An oscilloscope 
trace of the TOF spectrum. The spectrum is obtained with ~100 individual 
REMPI pulses. The Rb+ ions arrive at the detector (MCP) earlier than the 
LiRb+ ions. The arrival windows of the Rb+ and LiRb+ ions are well 
separated and hence Rb+ and LiRb+ ions can be easily distinguished.      

 

6.2 Alternate schemes for producing ground state LiRb molecules 

As discussed in section 4.7, the efficiency with which ground state molecules can be 

produced depends on the quantity η . Other than the schemes discussed in section 4.7, 
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there are two additional schemes which may lead to efficient formation of ground state 

LiRb molecules. 

I will first discuss a scheme involving the v' ~ 15 levels of the C 1Σ+ state which 

dissociates along the Li (2p) + Rb (5s) asymptote. From the theoretical potential energy 

curve 59, it is estimated that (i) this state has the inner turning point at ~ 6.5 a0 which is 

approximately equal to the equilibrium inter-nuclear distance Req (= 6.55 a0) of the X 1Σ+ 

(v" = 0) state, and (ii) the energy of the state lies close to the Li (2s 2S1/2) + Rb (5p 2P3/2) 

asymptote at 18744.4 cm-1 measured from the bottom of the X 1Σ+ state (Note that the 

Li(2s 2S1/2) + Rb(5p 2P1/2) asymptote is located at 18506.8 cm-1 and that the vibrational 

index v' ~ 15 for the C 1Σ+ state is not very accurate because detailed spectroscopic 

information about C 1Σ+ state is not yet available). The photo-association strength to the 

C 1Σ+ (v' ~ 15) states is expected to be weak because, being a deeply bound level, the 

outer turning point is at small inter-nuclear distance (~ 10.5 a0). However, the situation 

changes when there is substantial mixing between different electronic states. The v' ~ 15 

level of the C 1Σ+ state lies in a region where there are densely packed rovibrational levels 

of the B 1Π and b 3Π states which dissociate along the Li(2 2S1/2) + Rb(5 2P3/2) asymptote. 

These levels of the B 1Π and b 3Π states have outer turning points at large internuclear 

separations (> 30 a0) and the PA transitions to these levels are strong. There is a finite 

probability that a very high vibrational level of the B 1Π state lies very close to the C 1Σ+ 

(v' ~ 15) level, giving rise to resonant coupling 113 between the two levels. For such 

resonantly coupled states, the wave function inherits the properties of both the parent 

states. This hybrid wave function has large amplitude ~ 6.5 a0 inherited from the inner 

turning point of the C 1Σ+ (v' ~ 15) level, and also has large amplitude at high inter-
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nuclear separation inherited from the B 1Π state. PA strength to this resonantly coupled 

state is enhanced by the large amplitude of the hybrid wave function at large inter-nuclear 

separation. In absence of spectroscopic studies of the C 1Σ+ state, it is difficult to predict 

whether such resonant coupling exists but if it does, then such states are extremely good 

states for creating X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state molecules. It is worthwhile to explore PA to such 

states with a Ti:Sapphire laser with its wavelength tuned close to 780 nm. The X 1Σ+ (v" = 

0) state molecules, if formed, can be detected using REMPI with a pulsed dye laser tuned 

around 575 nm (using the B 1Π (v' = 3) level as the intermediate state). 

The second possible scheme is based on photo-association to the v' = 2 levels of the 

B 1Π state. Molecules in the v' = 2 levels of the B 1Π state also decay to the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0, 

J" =0) state with a very high probability (~ 25%) as discussed in section 2.5. The PA 

strength is generally low for such deeply bound levels with outer turning point at a 

relatively small inter-nuclear separation of ~ 8.45 a0 (obtained from RKR potential). 

However, in LiCs, which has very similar potential energy curves as LiRb, strong PA 

lines were seen for such deeply bound levels 61. Although the exact reason for this is 

unknown, a plausible cause is the increase in the PA efficiency due to wave function 

mixing between the X 1Σ+  and a 3Σ+ states near the inner turning point of the a 3Σ+ state 

105. The presence of such singlet-triplet mixing in case of LiRb is indicated by the LIF 

lines decaying to the a 3Σ+ state from the B 1Π (v' = 20) level. Whether the singlet-triplet 

mixing is in the B 1Π (v' = 20) level or between the X 1Σ+ and a 3Σ+ states is questionable. 

The latter seems to be the case because the line positions of the B 1Π (v' = 20) levels, as 

measured using FES, did not show signs of any perturbations. For LiRb, the inner turning 

point of the a 3Σ+ state (~ 8 a0) lines up quite well with the outer turning point of the B 1Π 
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(v' = 2) level ~ 8.45 a0 and a strong PA transition is expected in presence of mixing 

between the X 1Σ+ and a 3Σ+ states. It is thus worthwhile to explore PA to the B 1Π (v' = 

2) level with a laser near 864.42(3) nm and detect the X 1Σ+ (v" = 0) state molecules using 

REMPI.  

6.3 First set of experiments on coherent control  

Although it is most interesting, from a quantum computing point of view discussed in 

chapter 1, to perform coherent control experiments on the  X 1Σ+ (v" = 0, J" =0) state 

molecules, it is also worthwhile to demonstrate such schemes with molecules in other 

levels which are more easily produced. In this section, I will focus mainly on experiments 

that can be done with the LiRb molecules in the X 1Σ+ (v" = 51, J" =0) state which has a 

(experimentally measured) binding energy of ~12.4 GHz, a rotational constant B" ~ 400 

MHz and is easily produced by spontaneous emission from the PA levels already 

observed in this thesis. In addition, this state is expected to have a lifetime on the order of 

ms (based on lifetime of other molecules such as LiCs) which is sufficient for most 

experiments on coherent control and quantum computing. Being singlet states they are 

not affected much by stray magnetic fields and suffer much lower decoherence than 

triplet states.  

As a proof of concept of coherent control, rotational superposition between J" = 0 

and J" = 1 states of v" = 51 level could be performed in a scheme similar to section 1.3. 

This is based on the idea of interfering optical transitions in a Raman scheme. The 

upward leg of the Raman transition (Figure 6.2) is a two-photon transition (ω = 192105.2 

GHz, λ = 1560.564 nm) coupling the X 1Σ+ (v" = 51, J" = 0) state to the vʹ = 3, Jʹ = 2 level 
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of the 4(1) state (vʹ measured from dissociation). The downward leg of the Raman 

transition is a one photon transition (2ω – 2B" = 384209.6 GHz, λ = 780.284 nm) which 

couples the excited vʹ = 3, Jʹ = 2 level of the 4(1) state to the X 1Σ+ (v" = 51, J" = 1). To 

maintain coherence, the light for the one photon transition (λ = 780.284 nm) has to be 

obtained by frequency doubling the λ = 1560.564 nm light for the two-photon transition, 

followed by phase modulating it at a frequency 2B" (= 800 MHz, much lower than 12.94 

GHz for v" = 0) using an electro-optic-modulator (EOM). The lower frequency sideband 

of the frequency doubled light drives the downward leg of the Raman transition (although 

the carrier frequency is resonant with the Jʹ = 2 → J" = 0 transition, this transition is 

dipole forbidden). This scheme creates a rotational superposition between J" = 0 and J" = 

1 states of v" = 51 level. 

 

Figure 6.2. Two-color Raman scheme for creating rotational superposition 
of J" = 0 and J" = 1 levels in the X 1Σ+ (v" = 51) state. 

 

The superposition states evolve at a rate of 800 MHz, corresponding to the difference 

in the energy of the J" = 0 and J" = 1 states of the v" = 51 level. The time period of 

evolution is 1.25 ns (1/800 MHz). This evolution can be detected using multi photon 
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ionization with a laser pulse whose temporal width is much lower than 1.25 ns. We can 

use an intense mode locked sub-ps Ti:Sapphire laser for the purpose. There is one such 

laser in the lab, the repetition rate of the pulses is ~ 80 MHz (~ 12.5 ns) and the duration 

of each pulse is ~ 0.15 ps, much lower than the evolution period of 1.25 ns. The 

repetition rate can be tuned by varying the Free Spectral Range (FSR) of the laser cavity 

and can be adjusted such that consecutive pulses hit the molecules at the same point of 

their evolution cycle (the arrival time of the pulses can be varied using an adjustable 

optical delay line in the path of the mode locked laser pulse). For example, if the FSR is 

tuned to 80.00 MHz (= 12.50 ns) then two consecutive pulses will hit the molecules 

exactly at the same point of their evolution after 12.50 ns/1.25 ns = 10 evolutions. The 

Li+ and Rb+ ions created by the pulsed laser can be detected using the MCP + phosphor 

screen detector assembly already installed in the apparatus to image such ions. The 

technique is similar to a velocity map imaging detector. Li+ and Rb+ ions will form rings 

of different diameters on the phosphor screen and any asymmetry in the images will be a 

signature of rotational superposition states. We also note that all the lasers and optical 

components required for the experiment are available in our laboratory. 
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Appendix A List of observed transitions using FES 

The material in this appendix is published as the supplementary information of 
Chem. Phys. Lett. 511, 7–11 (2011). 
 

In Figure A.1, the transition frequencies of all Q branch transitions in 7Li85Rb observed in 

this study is plotted against J(J +1). All the transitions in 7Li85Rb observed using 

Fluorescence Emission Spectroscopy (FES) is listed in Table A.1.  

 

Figure A.1. The transition frequencies of all Q branch transitions observed 
in this study plotted against J(J +1). For clarity, even and odd vʹ levels are 
denoted by open circles (○) and filled circles (●) respectively. 
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Table A.1. All the transitions in 7Li85Rb observed using Fluorescence Emission 
Spectroscopy (FES). The average accuracy of the line positions is 0.02 cm-1. vʺ and vʹ are 
the vibrational quantum numbers of the X 1Σ+ and B 1Π states respectively. Jʺ and Jʹ are 
the rotational quantum numbers of the X 1Σ+ and B 1Π states respectively. 

# vʺ Jʺ vʹ Jʹ Frequency 
(cm-1)  # vʺ Jʺ vʹ Jʹ Frequency 

(cm-1) 
1 0 2 0 2 17072.63  350 2 14 18 14 17922.70 
2 0 3 0 3 17072.36  351 2 15 18 15 17919.02 
3 0 4 0 4 17072.01  352 2 17 18 17 17910.90 
4 0 5 0 5 17071.58  353 2 19 18 19 17901.80 
5 0 6 0 6 17071.05  354 2 20 18 20 17896.86 
6 0 7 0 7 17070.41  355 2 1 19 1 17985.92 
7 0 8 0 8 17069.71  356 2 2 19 2 17985.40 
8 0 9 0 9 17068.90  357 2 3 19 3 17984.65 
9 0 10 0 10 17067.99  358 2 4 19 4 17983.64 
10 0 11 0 11 17067.03  359 2 5 19 5 17982.41 
11 0 12 0 12 17065.98  360 2 6 19 6 17980.89 
12 0 13 0 13 17064.82  361 2 8 19 8 17977.10 
13 0 14 0 14 17063.57  362 2 9 19 9 17974.83 
14 0 15 0 15 17062.23  363 2 19 19 19 17938.22 
15 0 16 0 16 17060.81  364 2 20 19 20 17933.16 
16 0 17 0 17 17059.29  365 2 21 19 21 17927.73 
17 0 18 0 18 17057.69  366 2 23 19 23 17916.39 
18 0 19 0 19 17056.00  367 2 25 19 25 17903.92 
19 0 20 0 20 17054.17  368 2 27 19 27 17890.43 
20 0 1 1 1 17188.24  369 2 28 19 28 17883.27 
21 0 2 1 2 17188.07  370 2 2 20 2 18021.08 
22 0 3 1 3 17187.77  371 2 3 20 3 18020.30 
23 0 4 1 4 17187.39  372 2 4 20 4 18019.26 
24 0 5 1 5 17186.89  373 2 5 20 5 18017.96 
25 0 6 1 6 17186.29  374 2 6 20 6 18016.42 
26 0 7 1 7 17185.62  375 2 9 20 9 18010.21 
27 0 8 1 8 17184.85  376 2 13 20 13 17998.30 
28 0 9 1 9 17183.96  377 2 14 20 14 17994.67 
29 0 10 1 10 17182.99  378 2 17 20 17 17982.22 
30 0 13 1 13 17179.47  379 2 19 20 19 17972.58 
31 0 15 1 15 17176.64  380 2 21 20 21 17961.90 
32 0 16 1 16 17175.08  381 2 23 20 23 17950.16 
33 0 18 1 18 17171.66  382 2 24 20 24 17943.91 
34 0 1 2 1 17296.88  383 0 3 0 4 17073.73 
35 0 2 2 2 17296.67  384 0 4 0 5 17073.73 
36 0 3 2 3 17296.37  385 0 5 0 6 17073.62 
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37 0 4 2 4 17295.92  386 0 6 0 7 17073.41 
38 0 5 2 5 17295.38  387 0 7 0 8 17073.15 
39 0 6 2 6 17294.76  388 0 8 0 9 17072.80 
40 0 7 2 7 17294.01  389 0 9 0 10 17072.36 
41 0 8 2 8 17293.14  390 0 10 0 11 17071.78 
42 0 9 2 9 17292.18  391 0 11 0 12 17071.14 
43 0 10 2 10 17291.14  392 0 12 0 13 17070.41 
44 0 11 2 11 17289.96  393 0 13 0 14 17069.59 
45 0 12 2 12 17288.69  394 0 14 0 15 17068.66 
46 0 13 2 13 17287.28  395 0 15 0 16 17067.67 
47 0 14 2 14 17285.79  396 0 16 0 17 17066.59 
48 0 15 2 15 17284.19  397 0 17 0 18 17065.40 
49 0 16 2 16 17282.47  398 0 18 0 19 17064.12 
50 0 17 2 17 17280.65  399 0 19 0 20 17062.78 
51 0 18 2 18 17278.71  400 0 20 0 21 17061.32 
52 0 19 2 19 17276.68  401 0 21 0 22 17059.78 
53 0 20 2 20 17274.53  402 0 22 0 23 17058.15 
54 0 21 2 21 17272.26  403 0 23 0 24 17056.41 
55 0 22 2 22 17269.90  404 0 24 0 25 17054.57 
56 0 23 2 23 17267.40  405 0 25 0 26 17052.65 
57 0 1 3 1 17398.66  406 0 5 0 4 17069.86 
58 0 2 3 2 17398.45  407 0 6 0 5 17068.98 
59 0 3 3 3 17398.08  408 0 7 0 6 17068.02 
60 0 4 3 4 17397.63  409 0 8 0 7 17066.96 
61 0 5 3 5 17397.05  410 0 9 0 8 17065.81 
62 0 6 3 6 17396.36  411 0 10 0 9 17064.58 
63 0 7 3 7 17395.54  412 0 11 0 10 17063.27 
64 0 8 3 8 17394.60  413 0 12 0 11 17061.85 
65 0 9 3 9 17393.54  414 0 13 0 12 17060.36 
66 0 10 3 10 17392.39  415 0 14 0 13 17058.76 
67 0 11 3 11 17391.09  416 0 15 0 14 17057.10 
68 0 12 3 12 17389.67  417 0 16 0 15 17055.33 
69 0 16 3 16 17382.90  418 0 17 0 16 17053.47 
70 0 17 3 17 17380.91  419 0 18 0 17 17051.55 
71 0 21 3 21 17371.73  420 0 19 0 18 17049.48 
72 0 22 3 22 17369.13  421 0 23 0 22 17040.45 
73 0 23 3 23 17366.42  422 0 27 0 26 17029.94 
74 0 2 4 2 17493.37  423 1 5 0 6 16880.69 
75 0 3 4 3 17492.98  424 1 6 0 7 16880.53 
76 0 4 4 4 17492.49  425 1 7 0 8 16880.26 
77 0 5 4 5 17491.83  426 1 8 0 9 16879.92 
78 0 7 4 7 17490.19  427 1 9 0 10 16879.49 
79 0 8 4 8 17489.15  428 1 10 0 11 16878.98 
80 0 12 4 12 17483.83  429 1 11 0 12 16878.36 
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81 0 13 4 13 17482.18  430 1 12 0 13 16877.68 
82 0 14 4 14 17480.38  431 1 14 0 15 16876.04 
83 0 18 4 18 17471.95  432 1 15 0 16 16875.07 
84 0 19 4 19 17469.54  433 1 16 0 17 16874.02 
85 0 22 4 22 17461.42  434 1 17 0 18 16872.88 
86 0 1 5 1 17581.99  435 1 7 0 6 16875.13 
87 0 2 5 2 17581.71  436 1 8 0 7 16874.11 
88 0 3 5 3 17581.31  437 1 9 0 8 16872.97 
89 0 4 5 4 17580.75  438 1 10 0 9 16871.80 
90 0 5 5 5 17580.07  439 1 11 0 10 16870.49 
91 0 6 5 6 17579.23  440 1 12 0 11 16869.12 
92 0 7 5 7 17578.28  441 1 13 0 12 16867.66 
93 0 12 5 12 17571.39  442 1 16 0 15 16862.77 
94 0 13 5 13 17569.60  443 1 17 0 16 16860.96 
95 0 14 5 14 17567.67  444 1 18 0 17 16859.06 
96 0 17 5 17 17561.02  445 1 19 0 18 16857.10 
97 0 18 5 18 17558.52  446 2 13 0 14 16686.44 
98 0 21 5 21 17550.17  447 2 14 0 15 16685.63 
99 0 22 5 22 17547.12  448 2 15 0 16 16684.71 
100 0 4 6 4 17662.91  449 2 16 0 17 16683.71 
101 0 5 6 5 17662.20  450 2 17 0 18 16682.63 
102 0 6 6 6 17661.29  451 2 18 0 19 16681.46 
103 0 7 6 7 17660.26  452 2 19 0 20 16680.21 
104 0 8 6 8 17659.08  453 2 20 0 21 16678.90 
105 0 9 6 9 17657.74  454 2 21 0 22 16677.48 
106 0 10 6 10 17656.24  455 2 22 0 23 16675.98 
107 0 11 6 11 17654.62  456 2 23 0 24 16674.39 
108 0 12 6 12 17652.84  457 2 24 0 25 16672.70 
109 0 13 6 13 17650.91  458 2 7 0 6 16684.49 
110 0 15 6 15 17646.61  459 2 8 0 7 16683.49 
111 0 16 6 16 17644.22  460 2 9 0 8 16682.38 
112 0 20 6 20 17633.14  461 2 10 0 9 16681.21 
113 0 21 6 21 17629.97  462 2 11 0 10 16679.96 
114 0 23 6 23 17623.23  463 2 12 0 11 16678.65 
115 0 24 6 24 17619.59  464 2 13 0 12 16677.23 
116 0 2 7 2 17740.59  465 2 14 0 13 16675.70 
117 0 3 7 3 17740.12  466 2 15 0 14 16674.14 
118 0 4 7 4 17739.49  467 2 16 0 15 16672.45 
119 0 5 7 5 17738.71  468 0 7 1 8 17189.13 
120 0 6 7 6 17737.76  469 0 8 1 9 17188.57 
121 0 7 7 7 17736.63  470 0 9 1 10 17187.92 
122 0 11 7 11 17730.62  471 0 10 1 11 17187.21 
123 0 12 7 12 17728.71  472 0 11 1 12 17186.41 
124 0 13 7 13 17726.63  473 0 12 1 13 17185.56 
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125 0 14 7 14 17724.40  474 0 13 1 14 17184.61 
126 0 15 7 15 17722.01  475 0 14 1 15 17183.52 
127 0 16 7 16 17719.44  476 0 15 1 16 17182.37 
128 0 17 7 17 17716.74  477 0 17 1 18 17179.77 
129 0 2 8 2 17812.17  478 0 18 1 19 17178.34 
130 0 3 8 3 17811.66  479 0 19 1 20 17176.79 
131 0 4 8 4 17810.96  480 0 20 1 21 17175.18 
132 0 5 8 5 17810.14  481 0 21 1 22 17173.43 
133 0 6 8 6 17809.12  482 0 22 1 23 17171.60 
134 0 7 8 7 17807.95  483 0 24 1 25 17167.60 
135 0 8 8 8 17806.62  484 0 25 1 26 17165.47 
136 0 9 8 9 17805.10  485 0 26 1 27 17163.23 
137 0 10 8 10 17803.38  486 0 9 1 8 17181.81 
138 0 1 9 1 17879.49  487 0 10 1 9 17180.36 
139 0 2 9 2 17879.14  488 0 11 1 10 17178.85 
140 0 3 9 3 17878.60  489 0 12 1 11 17177.29 
141 0 4 9 4 17877.89  490 0 16 1 15 17170.18 
142 0 5 9 5 17877.00  491 0 17 1 16 17168.18 
143 0 6 9 6 17875.91  492 0 21 1 20 17159.19 
144 0 7 9 7 17874.70  493 0 22 1 21 17156.69 
145 1 1 0 1 16879.86  494 0 26 1 25 17145.75 
146 1 2 0 2 16879.69  495 2 8 1 9 16805.09 
147 1 3 0 3 16879.43  496 2 9 1 10 16804.46 
148 1 4 0 4 16879.09  497 2 10 1 11 16803.84 
149 1 5 0 5 16878.66  498 2 11 1 12 16803.11 
150 1 6 0 6 16878.15  499 2 12 1 13 16802.32 
151 1 7 0 7 16877.52  500 2 13 1 14 16801.44 
152 1 8 0 8 16876.84  501 2 14 1 15 16800.48 
153 1 9 0 9 16876.07  502 2 15 1 16 16799.41 
154 1 10 0 10 16875.22  503 2 16 1 17 16798.28 
155 1 1 2 1 17103.93  504 2 17 1 18 16797.04 
156 1 2 2 2 17103.71  505 2 18 1 19 16795.71 
157 1 3 2 3 17103.43  506 2 7 1 6 16800.93 
158 1 4 2 4 17102.99  507 2 8 1 7 16799.66 
159 1 5 2 5 17102.47  508 2 9 1 8 16798.37 
160 1 6 2 6 17101.85  509 2 10 1 9 16797.01 
161 1 7 2 7 17101.15  510 2 11 1 10 16795.57 
162 1 8 2 8 17100.30  511 2 12 1 11 16794.08 
163 1 9 2 9 17099.40  512 1 5 1 6 16997.12 
164 1 10 2 10 17098.37  513 1 6 1 7 16996.72 
165 1 11 2 11 17097.21  514 1 7 1 8 16996.22 
166 1 12 2 12 17095.96  515 1 8 1 9 16995.68 
167 1 13 2 13 17094.61  516 1 9 1 10 16995.08 
168 1 14 2 14 17093.16  517 1 10 1 11 16994.40 
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169 1 15 2 15 17091.61  518 1 11 1 12 16993.65 
170 1 16 2 16 17089.93  519 1 12 1 13 16992.82 
171 1 17 2 17 17088.16  520 1 13 1 14 16991.89 
172 1 18 2 18 17086.28  521 1 14 1 15 16990.88 
173 1 19 2 19 17084.30  522 1 15 1 16 16989.77 
174 1 20 2 20 17082.21  523 1 16 1 17 16988.57 
175 2 2 1 2 16804.35  524 1 17 1 18 16987.27 
176 2 3 1 3 16804.10  525 1 9 1 8 16988.98 
177 2 4 1 4 16803.73  526 1 10 1 9 16987.53 
178 2 5 1 5 16803.28  527 1 11 1 10 16986.09 
179 2 6 1 6 16802.71  528 1 12 1 11 16984.56 
180 2 7 1 7 16802.09  529 1 13 1 12 16982.95 
181 2 8 1 8 16801.36  530 1 14 1 13 16981.24 
182 2 9 1 9 16800.54  531 1 15 1 14 16979.51 
183 2 10 1 10 16799.61  532 1 16 1 15 16977.64 
184 2 11 1 11 16798.62  533 1 17 1 16 16975.68 
185 2 12 1 12 16797.52  534 0 4 2 5 17297.54 
186 2 13 1 13 16796.31  535 0 5 2 6 17297.33 
187 2 14 1 14 16795.07  536 0 6 2 7 17297.03 
188 2 1 2 1 16913.22  537 0 7 2 8 17296.58 
189 2 2 2 2 16913.02  538 0 8 2 9 17296.04 
190 2 4 2 4 16912.32  539 0 9 2 10 17295.41 
191 2 5 2 5 16911.82  540 0 10 2 11 17294.61 
192 2 6 2 6 16911.21  541 0 11 2 12 17293.68 
193 2 7 2 7 16910.51  542 0 12 2 13 17292.63 
194 2 8 2 8 16909.70  543 0 13 2 14 17291.44 
195 2 10 2 10 16907.79  544 0 14 2 15 17290.09 
196 2 11 2 11 16906.69  545 0 15 2 16 17288.30 
197 2 12 2 12 16905.48  546 0 16 2 17 17288.54 
198 2 13 2 13 16904.16  547 0 17 2 18 17286.92 
199 2 14 2 14 16902.76  548 0 18 2 19 17285.25 
200 2 15 2 15 16901.24  549 0 19 2 20 17283.49 
201 2 18 2 18 16896.09  550 0 20 2 21 17281.60 
202 2 19 2 19 16894.16  551 0 21 2 22 17279.63 
203 2 20 2 20 16892.13  552 0 22 2 23 17277.57 
204 2 2 8 2 17428.50  553 0 23 2 24 17275.39 
205 2 3 8 3 17428.01  554 0 24 2 25 17273.13 
206 2 4 8 4 17427.34  555 0 6 2 5 17292.81 
207 2 5 8 5 17426.52  556 0 7 2 6 17291.73 
208 2 6 8 6 17425.55  557 0 8 2 7 17290.54 
209 2 7 8 7 17424.43  558 0 9 2 8 17289.25 
210 2 12 8 12 17416.26  559 0 10 2 9 17287.85 
211 2 13 8 13 17414.14  560 0 11 2 10 17286.34 
212 2 14 8 14 17411.87  561 0 12 2 11 17284.68 
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213 2 17 8 17 17404.02  562 0 13 2 12 17282.92 
214 2 18 8 18 17401.05  563 0 14 2 13 17281.04 
215 2 20 8 20 17394.66  564 0 15 2 14 17278.95 
216 2 21 8 21 17391.21  565 0 16 2 15 17276.68 
217 2 23 8 23 17383.81  566 0 17 2 16 17274.11 
218 2 24 8 24 17379.82  567 0 18 2 17 17273.45 
219 2 2 9 2 17495.46  568 0 19 2 18 17271.01 
220 2 3 9 3 17494.91  569 0 20 2 19 17268.47 
221 2 4 9 4 17494.23  570 0 21 2 20 17265.85 
222 2 5 9 5 17493.37  571 0 22 2 21 17263.14 
223 2 6 9 6 17492.37  572 0 23 2 22 17260.32 
224 2 7 9 7 17491.14  573 0 24 2 23 17257.42 
225 2 8 9 8 17489.76  574 0 25 2 24 17254.38 
226 2 9 9 9 17488.22  575 0 26 2 25 17251.25 
227 2 12 9 12 17482.49  576 1 3 2 4 17104.69 
228 2 13 9 13 17480.29  577 1 4 2 5 17104.60 
229 2 14 9 14 17477.84  578 1 5 2 6 17104.43 
230 2 17 9 17 17469.54  579 1 6 2 7 17104.13 
231 2 20 9 20 17459.63  580 1 7 2 8 17103.69 
232 2 2 10 2 17558.28  581 1 8 2 9 17103.17 
233 2 3 10 3 17557.74  582 1 9 2 10 17102.55 
234 2 4 10 4 17557.01  583 1 10 2 11 17101.79 
235 2 5 10 5 17556.09  584 1 11 2 12 17100.95 
236 2 6 10 6 17555.01  585 1 12 2 13 17099.92 
237 2 7 10 7 17553.71  586 1 13 2 14 17098.75 
238 2 8 10 8 17552.30  587 1 14 2 15 17097.47 
239 2 9 10 9 17550.63  588 1 15 2 16 17095.68 
240 2 10 10 10 17548.82  589 1 16 2 17 17095.95 
241 2 11 10 11 17546.82  590 1 17 2 18 17094.40 
242 2 12 10 12 17544.63  591 1 18 2 19 17092.80 
243 2 14 10 14 17539.74  592 1 19 2 20 17091.08 
244 2 15 10 15 17536.97  593 1 20 2 21 17089.29 
245 2 18 10 18 17527.65  594 1 21 2 22 17087.38 
246 2 19 10 19 17524.18  595 1 22 2 23 17085.38 
247 2 21 10 21 17516.66  596 1 23 2 24 17083.28 
248 2 1 11 1 17617.73  597 1 6 2 5 17099.89 
249 2 2 11 2 17617.33  598 1 7 2 6 17098.84 
250 2 3 11 3 17616.77  599 1 8 2 7 17097.70 
251 2 4 11 4 17616.02  600 1 9 2 8 17096.41 
252 2 5 11 5 17615.06  601 1 10 2 9 17095.05 
253 2 6 11 6 17613.91  602 1 11 2 10 17093.57 
254 2 7 11 7 17612.58  603 1 12 2 11 17091.96 
255 2 8 11 8 17611.03  604 1 13 2 12 17090.24 
256 2 9 11 9 17609.32  605 1 14 2 13 17088.38 
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257 2 11 11 11 17605.32  606 1 15 2 14 17086.34 
258 2 12 11 12 17603.03  607 2 3 2 4 16914.00 
259 2 13 11 13 17600.54  608 2 4 2 5 16913.93 
260 2 14 11 14 17597.86  609 2 5 2 6 16913.74 
261 2 16 11 16 17591.94  610 2 6 2 7 16913.46 
262 2 17 11 17 17588.66  611 2 8 2 9 16912.57 
263 2 19 11 19 17581.55  612 2 9 2 10 16911.97 
264 2 22 11 22 17569.41  613 2 10 2 11 16911.25 
265 2 24 11 24 17560.34  614 2 11 2 12 16910.40 
266 2 2 12 2 17672.97  615 2 12 2 13 16909.44 
267 2 3 12 3 17672.37  616 2 13 2 14 16908.30 
268 2 4 12 4 17671.56  617 2 16 2 17 16905.65 
269 2 5 12 5 17670.56  618 2 17 2 18 16904.16 
270 2 6 12 6 17669.37  619 2 18 2 19 16902.59 
271 2 7 12 7 17667.97  620 2 19 2 20 16900.94 
272 2 8 12 8 17666.38  621 2 22 2 23 16895.44 
273 2 9 12 9 17664.54  622 2 23 2 24 16893.40 
274 2 12 12 12 17657.99  623 2 24 2 25 16891.26 
275 2 13 12 13 17655.40  624 2 27 2 28 16884.23 
276 2 16 12 16 17646.39  625 2 28 2 29 16881.66 
277 2 17 12 17 17642.97  626 2 4 2 3 16911.01 
278 2 20 12 20 17631.52  627 2 5 2 4 16910.18 
279 2 22 12 22 17622.85  628 2 8 2 7 16907.08 
280 2 1 13 1 17725.81  629 2 10 2 9 16904.49 
281 2 2 13 2 17725.41  630 2 11 2 10 16903.04 
282 2 3 13 3 17724.78  631 2 12 2 11 16901.47 
283 2 4 13 4 17723.96  632 2 15 2 14 16895.99 
284 2 5 13 5 17722.92  633 2 16 2 15 16893.80 
285 2 6 13 6 17721.67  634 2 17 2 16 16891.35 
286 2 7 13 7 17720.22  635 2 18 2 17 16890.82 
287 2 9 13 9 17716.69  636 2 21 2 20 16883.58 
288 2 10 13 10 17714.60  637 0 5 3 6 17398.96 
289 2 11 13 11 17712.31  638 0 6 3 7 17398.57 
290 2 12 13 12 17709.83  639 0 8 3 9 17397.39 
291 2 13 13 13 17707.11  640 0 9 3 10 17396.69 
292 2 16 13 16 17697.74  641 0 10 3 11 17395.84 
293 2 19 13 19 17686.44  642 0 11 3 12 17394.87 
294 2 21 13 21 17677.84  643 0 12 3 13 17393.79 
295 2 23 13 23 17668.38  644 0 13 3 14 17392.58 
296 2 1 14 1 17775.34  645 0 14 3 15 17391.24 
297 2 2 14 2 17774.93  646 0 15 3 16 17389.79 
298 2 3 14 3 17774.27  647 0 16 3 17 17388.24 
299 2 4 14 4 17773.42  648 0 17 3 18 17386.56 
300 2 5 14 5 17772.31  649 0 18 3 19 17384.73 
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301 2 9 14 9 17765.84  650 0 19 3 20 17382.79 
302 2 10 14 10 17763.69  651 0 27 3 28 17362.47 
303 2 11 14 11 17761.31  652 0 28 3 29 17359.06 
304 2 14 14 14 17752.88  653 0 31 3 32 17350.69 
305 2 17 14 17 17742.48  654 0 32 3 33 17347.08 
306 2 18 14 18 17738.55  655 0 33 3 34 17343.38 
307 2 20 14 20 17730.07  656 0 34 3 35 17339.53 
308 2 21 14 21 17725.53  657 0 36 3 37 17331.53 
309 2 24 14 24 17710.43  658 0 37 3 38 17327.33 
310 2 1 15 1 17822.14  659 0 39 3 40 17318.54 
311 2 2 15 2 17821.72  660 0 42 3 43 17304.27 
312 2 3 15 3 17821.06  661 0 9 3 8 17390.70 
313 2 4 15 4 17820.17  662 0 10 3 9 17389.22 
314 2 5 15 5 17819.05  663 0 11 3 10 17387.65 
315 2 9 15 9 17812.33  664 0 12 3 11 17385.92 
316 2 10 15 10 17810.07  665 0 13 3 12 17384.08 
317 2 11 15 11 17807.63  666 0 14 3 13 17382.15 
318 2 13 15 13 17802.02  667 0 15 3 14 17380.08 
319 2 14 15 14 17798.88  668 0 16 3 15 17377.89 
320 2 17 15 17 17788.12  669 0 17 3 16 17375.59 
321 2 22 15 22 17765.52  670 0 18 3 17 17373.18 
322 2 1 16 1 17866.27  671 0 19 3 18 17370.61 
323 2 2 16 2 17865.79  672 0 22 3 21 17362.26 
324 2 3 16 3 17865.09  673 0 23 3 22 17359.21 
325 2 4 16 4 17864.19  674 0 24 3 23 17356.05 
326 2 5 16 5 17863.04  675 0 26 3 25 17349.36 
327 2 9 16 9 17856.09  676 0 27 3 26 17345.78 
328 2 10 16 10 17853.80  677 0 28 3 27 17342.05 
329 2 13 16 13 17845.51  678 0 29 3 28 17338.05 
330 2 14 16 14 17842.26  679 0 30 3 29 17333.82 
331 2 17 16 17 17831.16  680 0 34 3 33 17318.51 
332 2 1 17 1 17908.42  681 0 35 3 34 17313.95 
333 2 2 17 2 17907.96  682 0 37 3 36 17304.48 
334 2 3 17 3 17907.23  683 0 4 4 5 17494.02 
335 2 4 17 4 17906.28  684 0 5 4 6 17493.68 
336 2 5 17 5 17905.09  685 0 6 4 7 17493.22 
337 2 9 17 9 17897.95  686 0 7 4 8 17492.64 
338 2 10 17 10 17895.56  687 0 8 4 9 17491.92 
339 2 13 17 13 17886.98  688 0 9 4 10 17491.08 
340 2 14 17 14 17883.64  689 0 10 4 11 17490.13 
341 2 16 17 16 17876.23  690 0 11 4 12 17489.03 
342 2 5 18 5 17944.78  691 0 3 5 4 17582.48 
343 2 6 18 6 17943.31  692 0 4 5 5 17582.23 
344 2 7 18 7 17941.59  693 0 5 5 6 17581.86 
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345 2 8 18 8 17939.63  694 0 6 5 7 17581.32 
346 2 9 18 9 17937.42  695 0 7 5 8 17580.64 
347 2 10 18 10 17934.97  696 0 8 5 9 17579.82 
348 2 11 18 11 17932.28  697 0 9 5 10 17578.89 
349 2 13 18 13 17926.14  698 0 10 5 11 17577.81 
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Appendix B External cavity diode lasers 

The material in this appendix is adapted from Appl. Phys. B 106, 629–633 (2012). 
 
Mode-hop-free tuning over 135 GHz of external cavity diode lasers 
without anti-reflection coating 
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Abstract:  We report an external cavity diode 
laser (ECDL), using a diode whose front facet is 
not anti-reflection (AR) coated, that has a mode-
hop-free (MHF) tuning range greater than 135 
GHz. We achieved this using a short external 
cavity and by simultaneously tuning the internal 
and external modes of the laser. We find that the 
precise location of the pivot point of the grating in 
our laser is less critical than commonly believed. 
The general applicability of the method, combined 
with the compact portable mechanical and 
electronic design, makes it well suited for both 
research and industrial applications. 

 1. Introduction 

Single-mode, narrow band, continuous-wave (cw) 
lasers exhibiting wide and continuous wavelength 
tunability are of considerable interest for a variety 
of applications including high resolution 
spectroscopy [1], cooling and trapping [2], as well 
as sensing [3]. Semiconductor lasers are often used 
because their lasing wavelength can be easily 
tuned by changing either the injection current or 
the chip temperature.  Distributed Bragg reflector 
(DBR) and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers 
provide large tuning range along with narrow 
linewidth and excellent power and frequency 
stability.  However, DBR/DFB lasers are relatively 
expensive and available only at a few selected 
wavelengths. Fabry-Perot (FP) diode lasers, on the 
other hand, are cheap and available in a variety of 
wavelengths, but their tunability can be limited. 
The performance of a FP diode laser can be 
significantly improved by placing it within an 
external cavity employing a diffraction grating, 

either in a Littrow [4,5] or a Littman [6] 
configuration.  This arrangement substantially 
reduces the linewidth of the output beam, and 
allows coarse wavelength tuning; in the case of the 
Littrow configuration, through rotation of the 
grating.  
      Several groups have addressed the issue of 
increasing the mode-hop-free (MHF) tuning range 
of single-mode Littrow-type lasers. It has been 
proposed [7,8] that MHF tuning range can be 
enhanced by rotating the grating about an optimal 
pivot point, located precisely at the intersection of 
the grating plane and plane of the diode’s rear 
facet (Fig. 1).  Several works [9,10] discussed the 
sensitivity of the behavior of the laser on the 
precise location of this pivot point, while other 
works [11-13] focused on tuning the internal and 
external cavity lengths in the proper proportion. 
The maximum MHF tuning range reported for 
ECDLs without electronic feedback [14] or 
elaborate schemes involving acousto-optic 
modulators [15] is 110 GHz [10], achieved with 
AR coated diodes. For non-AR coated diodes, the 
maximum MHF tuning range reported is 90 GHz 
[11]. 
      In this article, we report a simple, single-mode, 
narrow band, cw Littrow-type ECDL with a 137 
GHz MHF tuning range using an “off the shelf” 
laser diode without AR coating. This, to the best of 
our knowledge, is the largest MHF tuning range 
among ECDLs using diodes with or without AR 
coating. Our observations lead us to conclude that 
the short external cavity length, in concert with 
careful scaling of the variations of the internal and 
external cavity lengths, are critical to achieving 
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large MHF tuning range, while the precise location 
of the pivot point of the grating is less important.        
      In the next section, we review the principle 
behind continuous MHF tuning. This is followed 
by the details of the mechanical design of our 
ECDL and the method we use to maximize the 
MHF tuning range. Measurements of the tuning 
range, including applications in spectroscopy, are 
then presented, followed by the conclusion. 

2. Principle 

The key factors that determine the frequency of the 
active mode of an ECDL have been discussed in a 
number of previous works; see for example 
[5,10,12]. In short, an ECDL tends to lase at the 
frequency with the greatest gain and lowest loss. 
The free running laser (FRL) has a broad gain 
profile (typical width ~ 10 nm). The internal cavity 
modes of the laser diode are typically spaced by 
around 100 GHz and the internal mode that 
experiences maximum gain determines the 
emission wavelength of the FRL. When the FRL is 
placed in an external cavity, the internal and 
external cavities are optically coupled. Frequencies 
of coupled cavities depend on the optical length of 
the two individual cavities and the reflectivity of 
the surfaces in a complex way [16]. In a simpler 
approximation, one can assume that the 
wavelength of the ECDL is determined by the 
external cavity mode positioned most closely to 
the center of the internal cavity mode. 

For a Littrow-type ECDL, the wavelength λ 
that the grating feeds back to the diode chip is 
determined by the equation: 

2     a sin θ λ=                          (1) 
where θ is the angle of incidence (see Fig. 1) and a 
is the line spacing of the grating. The angular 
width Δθg of the beam diffracted from the grating 
can be shown to be Δθg = λ/(N a cosθ), where N is 
the number of grating lines illuminated by the laser 
beam [17]. Using representative parameters for our 
ECDL, where we have a grating with a-1 = 1800 
lines/mm, a beam size of ~ 3 mm (thus N is about 
5400), λ = 780 nm and θ ~ 44.6˚, we find that Δθg 
is ~ 0.37 mrad. From Eq. (1), the grating rotation 
Δθmax required for a scan of ∆υmax is found to be: 
Δθmax = ∆υmax λ2 / (2ca cosθ), which for our 780 
nm ECDL with ∆υmax ~ 140 GHz yields Δθmax ~ 
0.36 mrad.  Since Δθmax is comparable to Δθg (in 
fact Δθmax /Δθg ~ 1 and is independent of θ), the 
precision of the rotation angle (and hence the pivot 
point of the grating) is not very critical for our 
range of tuning.  

      Another key factor that determines the 
frequency of the ECDL is the length Le (~ 15 mm 
for our ECDLs) of the external cavity. The 
resonant external cavity mode is given by the 
equation: 

 / 2  em Lλ =                          (2) 
where m is an integer. The transmission peaks of 
the external cavity are spaced by the cavity free 
spectral range (FSR) of ~ 10 GHz, much closer 
than those of the internal cavity.  
      To obtain a broad continuous MHF tuning 
range, the frequency supported by all the above 
factors must tune synchronously. As is commonly 
done [10-13], we tune the gain profile of the diode 
and the internal cavity mode frequency by varying 
the injection current ILD. The amount by which the 
frequency changes with a change in the injection 
current is quantified through a parameter β = ∆υ / 
∆ILD, and can easily be determined experimentally 
for a free running diode. The external mode 
frequency is tuned by varying the voltage applied 
to a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) that controls 
the grating position [10,13]. The variation of the 
external mode frequency is characterized by a 
parameter α = ∆υ / ∆VPZT, which we determine 
experimentally, as described in the following 
section.  
      To summarize, the wavelength of the ECDL at 
a fixed temperature is determined by the injection 
current ILD, the grating angle θ and the length Le of 
the external cavity. To obtain MHF tuning, the 
shift (∆υ = β ∆ILD) of the internal mode frequency 
caused by the change in ILD must be equal to the 
frequency shift (∆υ = α ∆VPZT) caused by the 
change in cavity length Le and, to a lesser degree, 
the grating angle θ.   

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of the mechanical setup of the ECDLs. 
The pivot point O of the grating is close to, but not 
precisely at, the optimal pivot point P. Le is measured 
along the beam axis from the front facet of the diode 
chip to the grating.    
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3. Experimental design 

We use commercial single-mode diode lasers 
without an AR coating in all our ECDLs. We have 
used many different diodes (Sanyo DL7140-201S, 
Hitachi HL7851G, Arima Lasers ADL-78901TL 
and Lasermate LD-808-100A) and all of them 
have scanned more than 120 GHz without mode 
hops.  The lengths of the diode chips are less than 
1 mm. The physical assembly of our design is 
similar to that described in Ref. 5 with some 
modifications. The beam is collimated with a lens 
(Thorlabs LT230P-B) and is directed onto a 
holographic diffraction grating with 1800 
lines/mm (Thorlabs GH13-18V). The homemade 
grating mount has a lever arm that rotates about 
the pivot point O (Fig. 1). A piezoelectric actuator 
(Thorlabs AE0505D08F) is clamped between the 
lever arm and the fine-pitched adjustment screw 
that provides the horizontal adjustment by rotating 
the grating (in the plane of the figure). The 
vertical, out of the plane, adjustment is provided 
by another fine-pitched screw attached to the base 
(not shown in the figure). The whole base is 
temperature stabilized with a thermoelectric 
cooler. The injection current is supplied by a 
commercial laser diode driver (Thorlabs LDC 
205C) and the temperature is controlled by a 
temperature controller (Thorlabs TED200C). The 
manufacturer and part numbers are mentioned only 
for the completeness of the description and not for 
endorsement.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Solid line (green): Power variation (measured 
with a photodiode) of an 808 nm ECDL on scanning the 
PZT with a linear ramp of 86V at a fixed value of 
injection current, resulting in multiple mode-hops. 
Dotted line (red): Power variation during a MHF scan of 
121 GHz obtained with simultaneously varying the 
injection current and the PZT voltage.  

      In order to maximize the MHF tuning range of 
the ECDL, we must first determine β = ∆υ / ∆ILD 
for our free-running diodes, and α = ∆υ / ∆VPZT.  

For the former, we vary the injection current ILD in 
small steps and record the frequency υ on a 
wavelength-meter (Bristol Instruments 621A, 
resolution ~60MHz). The measured values of β are 
within the range –1.4 GHz/mA to –2.4 GHz/mA 
for each of the different diodes we tested, and we 
estimate the measurement accuracy to be 0.1 
GHz/mA. β varies as a function of ILD. To 
determine α, we mount the diode in the external 
cavity, and measure the output power of the laser 
as a function of VPZT. We show an example of this 
measurement in Fig. 2.  Changing the external 
cavity length Le by varying VPZT, while holding the 
injection current fixed, tunes the external cavity 
mode frequency across the peak of the internal 
cavity mode.  The output power is maximized 
when the external and internal mode frequencies 
are the same, but decreases as the mismatch 
increases.  Mode hops occur when the shift in the 
external mode frequency exceeds half the FSR of 
the external cavity.  At this point, the adjacent 
external mode has moved closer to the peak of the 
internal mode, and the laser oscillation hops to this 
new mode.  In the green curve (solid line) of Fig. 2, 
these mode hops are seen at each of the minima, 
which are spaced by one free spectral range (FSR) 
of approximately 10 GHz.  The corresponding 
change in VPZT yields α ~ 1.5 GHz/V near the 
center of this figure. The voltage spacing between 
peaks varies with VPZT due to the nonlinear 
behavior of the PZT. The 12 mode hops recorded 
for the scan of 86 V, together with the 10 GHz 
FSR of the ECDL, suggests that a maximum scan 
range of ∆υmax ~ 120 GHz (= 12 x FSR) should be 
possible for this example. Indeed, concurrent 
scanning of ILD and VPZT yields the red curve 
(dotted line) in Fig. 2.  The absence of peaks and 
valleys in this data is characteristic MHF tuning of 
the output frequency.  This is confirmed by the 
smooth variation of the output frequency of the 
laser as measured with an optical wavelength 
meter.  The nonlinear behavior of the output power 
when VPZT is less than 15 V may be due to the 
variation of α and β over the long frequency scan 
and coupled cavity effects of the internal and 
external cavities. We have used this procedure to 
obtain MHF scan of over 120 GHz for all the 
diodes that we used, and up to  137 GHz for one of 
the diodes as discussed in the next section. 

4. Experimental results 

In this section, we present our results for one of 
our ECDLs with a 780 nm laser diode from Arima 
Lasers (ADL-78901TL). The design for this 
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ECDL is based on Fig. 1. The output beam is 
elliptical in shape, and remains collimated without 
noticeable divergence up to 2 meters. We use a 
Fabry-Perot interferometer of moderate finesse to 
place an upper bound on the laser linewidth of ~2 
MHz.  We determined the average value of β to be 
–1.7 GHz/mA (β varies between –1.4 GHz/mA 
and –1.9 GHz/mA as a function of ILD.) α is 
determined to be 1.5 GHz/V, using a measurement 
similar to that shown in Fig. 2. The optimal scaling 
between the injection current and the PZT voltage 
is then estimated to be ∆ILD / ∆VPZT = α / β  ≈ – 
0.88 mA/V. We optimize this value empirically by 
determining the MHF tuning range at a variety of 
different values, and find the optimal value to be  
∆ILD / ∆VPZT = – 0.93 mA/V.  We show the 
frequency scan of the ECDL, measured using a 
wavelength meter, in Fig. 3 as the solid (red) 
curve. The dotted (green) curve shows the power 
variation of the ECDL.  The longest frequency 
scan without mode hops was 137 GHz, 
accomplished with a 90 V ramp applied to the PZT 
and an injection current ramp from 124 mA to 40 
mA. The experimentally optimized value of ∆ILD / 
∆VPZT is generally within 10% of the estimated 
value.  

 
Fig. 3. Mode-hop-free scan of 137 GHz (from 382576 to 
382713 GHz). The solid (red) curve shows the 
frequency (axis on the left) while the dotted (green) 
curve shows the output power (axis on the right), both 
plotted against the PZT voltage.  The nonlinear 
dependence of the frequency and the output power on 
the PZT voltage  may be due to the nonlinear 
dependence of the PZT displacement on VPZT, coupled 
cavity effects of the internal and external cavities, and 
the variation of α and β over the long frequency scan. 

In Fig. 4 we show the laser power transmitted 
through a Rubidium cell (containing both 85Rb and 
87Rb) and through an Iodine cell (heated to 300˚C) 
during another MHF scan of 135 GHz. The scan is 
obtained with ∆ILD / ∆VPZT = – 0.91 mA/V. The 
four D2 absorption lines of Rubidium, two from 

85Rb (5s 2S1/2, F=3 → 5p 2P3/2 and 5s 2S1/2, F=2 → 
5p 2P3/2) and two from 87Rb (5s 2S1/2, F=2 → 5p 
2P3/2 and 5s 2S1/2, F=1 → 5p 2P3/2), are clearly 
visible. The numerous absorption features in the 
Iodine transmission spectrum arise from different 
rovibrational transitions of I2. We have verified 
that the frequencies of each of these Rb and I2 
absorption lines agree to within 1 GHz of the 
published line positions [18,19]. We also obtained 
a 129 GHz MHF tuning range around 781.6 nm 
(Fig. 5) using the same value of ∆ILD / ∆VPZT. The 
frequencies of these iodine absorption lines also 
match those found in Ref [19].  This is 
encouraging because it should be possible to patch 
together series of 100+ GHz scans by manually 
rotating the grating without readjusting the current 
ramp. Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate the great potential 
of these ECDLs in spectroscopy where long 
single-mode frequency scans are desirable. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Mode-hop-free scan of 135 GHz around 780.2 
nm. Solid line (red): Laser transmission through a 
Rubidium vapor cell for a scan from 384137 to 384272 
GHz. Dotted line (green): Transmission through an 
Iodine cell (heated to 300˚C).  

 
Fig. 5. Mode-hop-free scan of 129 GHz over a different 
frequency range (around 781.6 nm), with the same value 
of ∆ILD / ∆VPZT as used for Fig. 4. Solid line (green): 
Laser transmission through an Iodine cell (heated to 
300˚C). Dotted line (red): Transmission through a 
Rubidium vapor cell. 
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  Finally, to understand which factors are more 
important than others for MHF tuning, we made 
another ECDL for which the pivot point is closer 
to the optimum location but observed no 
improvement in the tuning range. We then 
increased the external cavity length to Le = 18 mm. 
This change also implies that the pivot point was 
farther from the optimal position. Although the 
tuning range decreased, we were able to achieve 
over 100 GHz of MHF tuning. We attribute the 
decrease in MHF tuning to the increase in the 
length Le of the external cavity, and the 
corresponding decrease in FSR. As discussed in 
the previous section, the relatively wide spectral 
width (due to finite angular width Δθg) of the 
grating feedback makes the position of the pivot 
point less critical. The finite spectral width of the 
grating feedback was not considered in the 
analysis in Refs. 7-9, which predict that sub-
millimeter accuracy is required for 100 GHz MHF 
scan.  

5. Conclusion and outlook 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a simple 
method to obtain large MHF tuning of a laser 
diode without AR-coating. We were able to 
achieve 137 GHz mode-hop-free tuning around 
783.5 nm. This, to the best of our knowledge, is 
the widest MHF tuning of a simple cavity diode 
with or without an AR-coating. We found that, 
during the scan, it is extremely important that the 
frequency of the internal mode (tuned by the 
injection current) scans synchronously with the 
mode of the external cavity (tuned by a PZT that 
controls the external cavity length).  It is easier to 
satisfy this condition for a shorter external cavity 
because a large FSR reduces the possibility of 
competing external cavity modes. The smallest 
external cavity we tried is around 15 mm; a 
smaller cavity is expected to result in an even 
higher MHF tuning. However, the tuning range 
may be limited by the injection current: we had to 
tune the current almost across the entire accessible 
range to obtain the 137 GHz scan. The tuning 
range is expected to increase for AR-coated diodes 
(where the internal cavity tends to be less 
important [20]). In addition a PZT with higher 
displacement is expected to increase the tuning 
range.  
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